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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Problem 

1.1 The Problem and the Objective of the Study 

This study aims to investigate whether the Universal Primary Education (UPE) policies 

in Bangladesh take into account the reasons why the children especially the child 

labourers do not enter or complete primary education. To do this, this research tries to 

locate the recognition ofthe link between child labour and education in UPE Policies. 

About 18 percent of the 5 to 9 year children did not go to school in Bangladesh in 2002-

03 (BBS 2003: 38). The primary school drop out rate is still high at 33 percent and only 

67 percent children finished their schooling up to grade V in the latest figures in 2001 

(MOPME 2003: 33). About 6 percent ofthe non-attending 5-9 age group is economically 

active (BBS 2003: 54). About 2 percent children in this group are claimed to be involved 

with household work and about 15 percent are beggars, receive informal education 1, 

street children or disabled etc. respectively (ibid. 52). Today, the children who are going 

to school may drop out from school any day and involve in work and this may violate 

their right to education and hinder their development. Moreover, non-school going, 

working children may never be attracted to school because of various issues. The 

research will deal with issues for achieving UPE but will give particular attention to 

working children. To look at the general issues of the primary education is as important 

as identifying various groups of children (child labourers, household workers, 

discriminated girls, street children) and formulating and implementing policies and 

programmes. Therefore, in examining the government policies and programmes this 

study asks two questions: a) Do the universal primary education policies recognize the 

link between education and child labour? and b) How far are primary education policies 

and programmes designed to address the problems faced by children that lead them to 

poor results in school and more involvement in work? 

The decision for a child to go to school or to work is a single decision mainly from a 

family's perspective (International Conference on Child Labour 1997: 15). Taking the 

entire context with various factors into consideration, they take this decision. But when 

1 Education outside formal primary schools may be at home or arranged in the community without formal 
recognition of the education. 



the government policies try to influence this decision, they approach it from different 

perspective with different policies e.g. EF A (Education for All) or universalizing primary 

education policy and child labour policy. Apparently, the child labour problem is 

separated from the educational attainment but "Children cannot be divided up into 

sectoral problems of 'child labour' and 'education'." (Fyfe 2001: 84). So, there is a clear 

link between child labour and basic education (Lieten and White 2001 :1). 

1.2 Improvements and Limitations of Primary Education 

The development of primary education was under the 'five year plans' starting from 

1973. Consequently, Primary Teachers' Training Institute (PTI), National Academy for 

Primary Education and the Department of Primary Education was established (Rahman 

et al. 200 I: 10). However, the development process really found pace in the beginning of 

the 1990s after making primary education compulsory. Following the World Conference 

on EFA in Jomtien, Thailand in 1990, the Bangladesh government adopted the National 

Plan of Action (NP A I) on EF A. A new ministry named Primary and Mass Education 

Division (PMED) was set up in 1992 for achieving the goals of Universal Primary 

Education (UPE) and EF A. Compulsory Primary Education Implementation Monitoring 

Unit (CPEIMU) was also established to monitor programs under compulsory primary 

education act (ibid. 10). Primary education has been given utmost importance in the 

latest education policy (draft) formulated in 2000.The second National Plan of Action 

(2003-2015) is in final stage awaiting the Prime Minister's approval. 

In 2002-03, out of the pupils who received education, 98.2 percent did in a formal 

institution (BBS 2003: 39). Almost half of the primary schools are government run. 

Registered non-government schools are 25 percent and Community schools2 and Satellite 

schools3 constitute about 10 percent (MOPME 2003: 33). Recently Bangladesh has 

attained considerable improvements in primary education. In 2000, the gross enrollment 

rate has reached about 97 percent with no gender disparity, drop out rate has declined 

from 52 percent in 1995 to 33 percent and primary school completion rate has increased 

to 67 percent (ibid. 3). Girls' net enrolment was higher (84 percent) than boys' (81 

2 The government has introduced less expensive community schools in areas with no school. It contributes 
to teachers' salary of these schools. 
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percent) in 2003 (UNICEF 2004: 2). The total number of primary schools reached 

78,200 in 2001 (CPD 2003b: 5). About 70 percent ofthe able children from poor families 

are now enrolled in primary schools (Rahman et al. 2001: 13). 

But in many areas, the situation has not improved, as it should have been. Especially the 

quality factor of the education has not improved satisfactorily. Teachers still use 

traditional and conventional methods of teaching, classes are crowded, pupils are afraid 

of abusive teachers and of failing, there are poor facilities for vulnerable groups like 

girls, and the curriculum is unsuitable. There is also lack of proper supervision and 

accountability in the whole system (Rahman et aI. 2001: 14). Repetition rate is quite high 

at about 40 percent. On average a child needed 6.6 years to complete the 5-year primary 

education cycle. In 1998, the CAMPE survey found that only 29 percent of children 

could satisfy the minimum levels in all four competency areas of reading, writing, 

numeracy and life skills (CPD 2003b: 7). High teacher-student ratio is a major negative 

factor for ensuring quality of primary education. 

l.2.a. The Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) 

The rationale behind basic education is child development and preparing children for 

adulthood. Basic education helps structuring the thinking pattern, behaviour, societal 

expectations etc. It starts with Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE). It is pre

primary education, which contributes to achieve above. It also prepares children to enter 

into primary education. It is a comprehensive area, which cuts across nutrition, health, 

education, social services etc. (MOPME 2003: 27). The current ECCE programmes 

focus only on introducing child to education but lack the other areas (ibid.). One 

important concern of not doing ECCE and entering primary education is children of 

illiterate parents often enter primary school without required preparation and perform 

poorly (ibid. 28). Currently, the baby classes (for ECCE) in the primary schools lack a 

formal structure, appropriate curriculum, and trained ECCE teachers among other issues. 

But NPAII aims to formalize 'baby classes' and provide full ECCE as 30% by 2005, 

50% by 2010 and 80% by 2015 (ibid. 30). 

3 Feeder schools to help disadvantaged children, especially girls, enter the government schools. These 
schools are managed by female teachers. 
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1.3 The N adonal Child Labour Situation 

In Bangladesh, although 6 to 10 years is generally considered the age for primary 

education, it is not strictly followed in every school. Sometimes, children misreport their 

age to be eligible to enroll in primary school. 82 percent of 5-9 year children go to 

school. This age group has 18.16 million children. Among those not enrolled in school, 

only about 2 percent are recorded as working, and about 17 percent neither work nor go 

to school (BBS 2003: 52). The greatest problem is with those children who work only 

and do not go to school. It is significant because they are the most inaccessible to the 

education that they need. Very often it is seen that this part of the children population are 

bonded labour, full-time factory worker, domestic household workers, and other 

activities from which it is difficult to come out. This group is already engaged in work 

and for educational programmes, it is difficult to reach out them compared to the group 

who are sitting at home and not working. But the 17 percent children are also significant 

to target because they are not going to school and may start working any time. A 

vulnerable group of this population is girls. Because of many reasons, girls tend to work 

full-time, at home or elsewhere instead of going to school and 0.93 million girls never 

enrolled in 2003 (UNICEF 2004: 2). About 15 percent of the economically active 

children4 in Bangladesh work in hazardous situation in the age group 5-11 years (BBS 

2003: 63). 

Integrating child labour issues in policies for universalizing primary education would 

bring a two-fold advantage. Kabeer (2003: 355) pointed out, ' .. .in policy terms, the 

correlation between child labour and educational outcomes suggests that measures 

addressing one aspect of the problem may also succeed in addressing the other' . 

1.4 The Research Method 

This study tilted "Universalising Primary Education and the Child Labour Problem in 

Bangladesh" believes that the issues responsible for both child work or child labour and 

poor educational consequences should be integrated into the UPE policies and 

4 Working/Economically ActivelEmployed Children- These three words are synonymous by definition in 
the NCLS 2002-2003. Children who were working one or more hours for payor profit or working without 
pay in a family farm or organization or enterprise or found not working but had a job or business from 
which he/she was temporarily absent is a working child (BBS 2003: 17) 
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programmes to accelerate the process of universalizing primary education as well as 

dealing with the current problem of child labour in Bangladesh. The study looks at the 

objectives, principles, strategies and targets of the national policies and plans on primary 

education and EF A to find out if these explicitly express the links between child labour 

and education. The National Plan of Action (NPA II) for EFA and the National 

Education Policy include objectives, strategies, principle and targets to achieve UPE. The 

study examines whether these policy directives mention 'working children' or 'child 

labour' and take account of the fact that a poor policy and poor delivery of education 

may open up scope for children to work. It is also examined if there are strategies or 

objectives for the marginalised or most disadvantaged children in the society. True 

meaning of universal primary education is to make education available to every child of 

the country including the children in hazardous conditions, girl children not being 

permitted to come out of their homes for cultural reasons, the child who works in his/her 

own household etc. In a separate chapter, this research investigates the objectives, 

components, SUb-components and actions of current and upcoming programmes and 

proj ects to find out whether they are designed to address the issues that lead children to 

work and achieve poor educational results. It examines if they contain measures to 

address issues like compensating economic loss (poverty), creating a favourable 

environment for children, providing access to school, quality of teaching, physical 

facilities at the school, adequacy of teachers, fear of studying, suitability of curriculum & 

teaching methods, efficiency of management of educational operations and 

discrimination against vulnerable children, especially girls. These factors are very 

important for explaining working children's educational failure. The study analyses 

whether the significant quantitative achievements in primary education are matched by 

qualitative improvements. Qualitative aspects will be covered and measured by looking 

at the delivery of primary educationS and thus educational outcomes. This research 

therefore requires understanding of the contents and implications of government policies, 

programmes, their results and current situation of service delivery. 

5 The points (or issues) that are used to measure the quality aspect are mentioned in page 13. 
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l.4.a. The Data and the Sources: 

The National Education Policy (NEP) and National Plan of Action II (NP AlI) help 

mainly to answer the first research question about (non-) recognition of the relation 

between child labour and education. 

The National Education Policy 2000 - This policy document is significant because it 

provides the national priorities for primary education and strategies to achieve those 

priorities. The strategies reflect whether the policy makers recognize the link between 

education and child labour. However, this policy document was published in 2000 with 

little participation by stakeholders and carries little value compared to the NP A on EF A 

(BEPS 2002a: 10). It focuses mainly on organization, duration and physical expansion of 

programmes rather than quality issues (CPD 2003b: 21). 

The National Plan of Action II (2003-2015, draft) - This is the most important document 

for this research. It contains vision, principles, objectives, strategies and targets for 

achieving EF A. It also includes the issues, situation review and the action 

recommendations for the formal primary education. This is the latest national document, 

from which the policy makers' line of thought should be more evident revealing whether 

they identify the link between child labour and education. This document also may be 

used to find out whether the education programmes are designed to address the issues of 

the children. This is possible from the Program Activities part of the document, where 

recommendations for programmes have been made. 

The following documents mainly answer the second research question. From the 

following items, five government programmes/projects have been chosen in this research 

because they are functioning at present (excluding the ROSC project) and information on 

these is accessible to the researcher. The ROSC project will begin its activities fully from 

January, 2005. This study has not attempted to examine any completed project although 

it will refer to some such projects for greater clarity. 

Second Primary Education Development Programme (PEDP II 2003-2008) - This 

document is a summary of the PEDP II plan. It is the most comprehensive primary 

education programme in the country. The objective, strategies and components of the 
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programmes are the highlights of this document. This information will help us to answer 

the second research question regarding the design of programmes. 

IDEAL Project: Quality and Innovation in Primary Education - This gives an overview 

of the project including the three components. This project emphasizes particularly the 

quality aspect of primary education including teaching method and related areas. 

Therefore, it relates to one of the issues to be described later in the analysis chapters. 

The Bangladesh Primary Education Stipend Project: A Descriptive Analysis - It is a 

descriptive document for PESP. It includes a discussion on the PESP components and 

provides an outsider's view of how the project is organized. It is specially required for 

the 'household poverty' part of the analysis. 

Reaching Out of School Children (ROSC) Project- This document is particularly 

important for the 'household poverty' and 'disadvantaged children' issues. The project is 

a very recent one. The study will examine this document to see whether the marginalised 

out-of-school children are appropriately targeted or not. 

Effective Schools Through Enhanced Education Management (ESTEEM)- This project is 

dealing with improving the institutional capacity of the primary education sector. 

Therefore, the information on this project directly helps to find out more on efficiency of 

the management for primary education in chapter 5. 

The National Child Labour Survey (2002-3)- This is the latest comprehensive survey 

carried out with information and statistics on child labour. It also includes numbers on 

children's schooling and education, which are referred to at various points in the study. 

Bangladesh Education Sector Review 2002- This USAID funded project carried out a 

study on Bangladesh's basic education sector and published a series of five reports. The 

first report provides an overview of the sector with an emphasis on the functions of the 

primary education system. The second and fourth reports are dedicated to the status of 

gender equity and teachers & teacher training respectively. These reports are examined 

for information on the issues mentioned in the second question of the research. 
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Task Force Report on Education Policy by CPD- This is an education policy study 

including primary education. It also highlights various defects of the system and the 

issues like quality, teaching, and efficiency. The strength of the document is that it 

examines the education system more rigorously than other documents. 

CAMPE Education Watch 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002- These are the annual reports on 

progress of primary education in Bangladesh. Each study is based on a survey and brings 

out results, which are very relevant to enrolment, students' achievement, quality, 

teachers, efficiency of the system etc. 

Basic Education Studies in Bangladesh 2004- This is a very recent study published by 

UNESCO. It provides some crucial survey results on quality and physical facilities of 

primary education. 

It will also be required to examine reports published from and by UNICEF, ILO-IPEC, 

autonomous government agencies and other NGOs on primary education and child 

labour. 

1.4.b. Limitations of the Study 

The research is based on secondary data and mainly relied on the policy documents and 

programme information documents. The policy directives often provide a general idea of 

national strategies. So, a deep insight even intended has not been entirely possible due to 

lack of adequate background information on the policies. The study could not analyse the 

past programmes which are already finished because of limitation of length. It could also 

not verify the effects that the programmes had directly on the children and their families 

because of lack of direct access to them. 

1.5 Organisation of the Research Paper 

In the next chapter, the main, commonly held approaches on education and child labour 

are discussed. The analytical framework of the research is part of the same chapter to 

show the relationship between the different concepts used in this research for better 

understanding of the problem. A review of policy studies and researches on primary 

8 



education and child labour are made in the following chapter. The review of studies is 

required to know whether studies in this area reflect or state that child labour problems 

can be integrated into UPE policies. Then, the findings of the research are presented and 

analyzed in two chapters. In the first of these two, the objectives, strategies, priorities and 

targets of the NP A II and NEP are presented and analysed. In the following chapter, 

components, sub-components and actions of the various programmes and projects are 

diagnosed and presented. In the last part of the paper, concluding remarks of the research 

is presented. 
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Chapter 2: General approaches to child labour and education 
and the analytical framework 

2.1 General Approaches to the Problem 

Child labour or child work can be of many types starting from strenuous household work 

and agricultural work in rural setting to scavenging, working at automobile workshop or 

in various factories in urban setting as well. Child work could be in formal sectors (e.g. 

ready-made garment industry) or in informal sectors (e.g. welding, street-side-restaurant 

boy etc.). The varying types of child work and their extent are relevant to the ways in 

which policy makers understand and evaluate the problems of child labour and poor 

educational outcomes (Kabeer 2003: 353). 

There are vanous policy approaches to look at child labour and education. Six 

approaches are briefly summarized below: the first two approaches have been taken from 

Kabeer (2003: 353-355), and the last four approaches have mainly been taken from 

Myers (2001: 30-43), who argues that all these approaches have some validity and that 

they are not always incompatible with each other. 

2.1.a. The Realist Approach: 

The first is the 'realist' position. This views child labour as an unavoidable product of 

poverty and stresses that only eradication of poverty could bring good results for child 

labour and poor educational outcomes. It emphasizes the strategy of prohibition against 

hazardous child work and regulating non-hazardous child work by laws and other means. 

However, the definition of hazardous work is different in different countries. In 

Bangladesh, there is yet to be a consensus on the list of works that should be in this 

category. 

A pragmatic but close to realist approach upholds the economic reasons for children's 

participation in the labour market. It claims that a singular, formal education system, 

which does not address the economic reality of the children, would push parents to send 

10 



them to work than school. And non-formal education is seen as a permitting option for 

marginalised children to 'earn and learn', which otherwise would not have been possible. 

2.l.b. The Idealist Approach: 

The second stance is referred to as 'idealist' or 'purist' (Arvind 1999). This position 

views all forms of child labour as a violation of the rights of the child and a failure of the 

society and of policy makers to act for the children. It stresses the need to stop all kinds 

of child labour and make education both compulsory and justifiable. It does not separate 

child work as hazardous or non-hazardous and supports full-time, formal education. 

Non-formal education or any sort of education that is not full time and formal is thought 

to be 'hazardous' for the future development of children. 

A pragmatic but close to Idealist approach (as mentioned by Kabeer 2003: 354) believes 

that non-formal education bring about both child labour and 'social inequality'. The 

reason is that non-formal education allows children to combine work and school and it is 

an 'inferior form of education'. Supporters of this approach prioritize social mobilization 

and policies to deal with both child labour and poor educational outcome through UPE 

(ibid.). 

2.1.c. The Rights Approach: 

This approach has children as the 'primary clientele' and is guided by issues that harm 

'children's growth and violate their rights' (Myers 2001: 39-40). 'It conceives of child 

labour as that work which undermines children's well being and individual and social 

development, and it judges the appropriateness of any work according to its effect on a 

child' (ibid.). The principle of UNCRC (1989, article 3) 'in all actions concerning 

children ... the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration' is at the centre 

of the rights approach. It opposes the universal usefulness of the minimum age 

legislation of ILO (No. 138) and compulsory education (Fyfe 2001: 70). Supporters of 

this approach see these mechanisms 'ineffective' and far from 'realities faced by the poor 

developing country families and their children' (ibid.). This approach claims that both 

legislative prohibition of child employment and compulsory primary education limit the 

options for children to survive (withdrawing children from work to school even if they 
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are very poor) and develop and that these may result in negative impact (Bissell & 

Sobhan 1996:32). 

2.1.d. The Labour Market Approach: 

It is the most dominant approach internationally and nationally in many countries. It 

considers children as innocent and uninformed of their best interest and it shares the 

notion that child labour may replace adult workers creating adult unemployment and 

poverty (Myers 2001: 30-31). It emphasizes that the state should exclude children from 

workplaces using a combination of compulsory education laws and minimum age 

legislation and considers compulsory education as a tool to stop children from entering 

labour market (ibid.). It believes any type of work is detrimental to children. This 

approach has attained huge acceptance and it was reflected in ILO conventions (e.g. 

Minimum Age Convention No. 138, 1973). As a whole, this approach promotes total 

abolition of child's participation in economic activities and full implementation of 

compulsory primary education with the support of minimum age laws for entering in 

work. 

2.1.e. The Human Capital Approach: 

This approach considers child labour as a product of underdevelopment and stresses to 

eliminate poverty and its causes. It looks at childhood as a preparatory time to contribute 

to economic development as an adult. It strongly encourages children's education. It also 

advocates social behavioural changes towards child work instead of minimum age 

legislation for work. It promotes policies and activities the skills, attitudes and capacities 

i.e. the human capital to contribute to economic development. It often supports the study

incentives, income-generating programmes, improvement of school quality etc. 

2.1.f. The Social Responsibility Approach: 

It sees child labour as a result of greater social exclusion, unfair use of political and 

economic power and deterioration of values. It considers child labour as exploiting, 

alienating and oppressing children from society's normal protections. Vulnerable 

children like ethnic, religious minorities and refugee children, girl children etc. are 

important to address according to the supporter of this approach. The solution to child 
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labour problem is programmes targeting families, communities, basic services etc. It 

supports non-formal education, community schools, work-study arrangements etc. 

There is a small transition evident in the government policies on child labour in 

Bangladesh from labour market perspective to more rights based approach although the 

former dominates them more than the later does. However, this research looks at the 

research problem from a combination of the Realist and Idealist approaches as described 

by Kabeer (2003). 

2.2 The Analytical Framework 

The Realist and the Idealist approaches are primarily based on the following cause and 

effect relationships: 

Poverty q child labour q poor educational outcomes 

Delivery of education q poor educational outcomes q child labour 

The research problem can be put in a simple framework based upon the relationships 

mentioned above. This research takes an approach to the problem combining both the 

relationships. Anyone of the two approaches may not address the problem 

comprehensively. This research will look at these relationships to understand the policies 

and interventions on UPE that can integrate child labour problems. Three concepts are 

used - Issues faced by the children, Poor Primary Education Outcomes and Child 

Labour within a policy context for universalizing primary education. What this 

framework is suggesting is that poor delivery of primary education results in increasing 

poor educational outcomes and thus child labour and also poverty results in child labour 

and thus poor educational outcomes. It does by no means imply that poverty is the only 

cause of child labour and poor educational outcomes. 

2.2.a. Issues Faced by the Children: 

This is the first and most important concept in the framework. This includes issues, 

which force children into work (child labour) and produce poor outcomes for primary 

education. This concept can also be explained as why (factors) children ultimately drop 

out or not enroll in school. The issues could be separated in two categories, representing 
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the demand side issues and the supply side issue respectively. The demand side issues 

include household income poverty, household tasks performed by the children and the 

cultural barriers for girl children to go to school. The household income poverty is 

considered a major reason for children being involved with work in developing countries 

although not the only one. Haider (1998) found the reason to be valid for Bangladesh as 

well. But for this research, household income poverty will be considered as one of the 

issues faced by the children to become involved with work. Many children in Bangladesh 

cannot go to school because they take care of their siblings at home or help adults in 

household work. Another group of children are neither at workplaces nor at school. This 

group is also of high importance to bring into attention. Many children are not involved 

with full-day work at factories or in workshops but may be involved in household work 

and taking care of siblings. While this group of children is not directly working for 

commercial purposes or economic purposes, their education is thoroughly denied. Many 

of these children might have started primary school and have discontinued and now are 

above primary school age. A majority of this group consists of girls (Kabeer 2003: 384). 

Culturally, expectation from girls is very low to be a high achiever (UNICEF 2004: 3). 

Their families are worried about their safety and security and a 'good marriage'. So, the 

families prefer their girl children to stay at home and learn their 'future household 

duties'. This group of children does not have access to education because of cultural 

(gender) barriers . . Child labour ultimately reflects in poor primary education outcomes 

(the third concept) as do household work and discrimination against girl children. 

The supply side issue is the poor delivery of primary education. It consists of access to 

primary school, physical facilities at the school, quality of teaching, suitability of 

curriculum, efficiency of management of educational operations and discrimination 

against vulnerable children, especially girls at the school etc. According to the 

framework, poor delivery of primary education results in poor primary education 

outcome i.e. low completion rate, lower competency levels, low school attendance, 

higher gender discrimination at school etc. and this is the situation when children have 

already lost interest in school. They are no longer in school and at least they become 

involved with work. 
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Figure 1: The Analytical Framework 

2.2.b Poor Primary Education Outcomes: 

Poor Primary 
Education Outcome 

This refers to the effect of the primary education caused by issues faced by the children, 

both demand and supply side delivery. For example, many children especially the girls, 

cannot attend school regularly because it is far from their home, many do not find 

interest to attend school for poor quality and facilities of teaching (e.g. no separate toilet 

facilities for girls) etc. For all these issues mentioned in the previous concept, some are 

forced to leave school and rather stay home, some fail in examinations, and some very 

reluctantly continue studying without much learning. This phenomenon also reflects in 

poor learning achievement and lack of motivation to study. 

2.2.c. Child and Child Labour: 

There are many debates about the exact definitions of 'child work' and 'child labour'. 

Specially, what type of work could be under child labour and how long a work is done 

are the main reasons for debate. But the definition usually, should be context specific. 
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However, there are general definitions found in the literature. ILO defines child labour as 

work that 'is mentally, physically, socially or morally dangerous and harmful to children, 

and interferes with their schooling by depriving them of the opportunity to attend school, 

by obliging them to leave school prematurely or by requiring them to attempt to combine 

school attendance with excessively long and heavy work' (ILO-IPU 2002: 15). 

Blanchet describes that various studies in Bangladesh have defined 'child labour' in 

Bangladeshi context differently by disagreeing on some works as productive or 

reproductive (Blanchet 1996: 76). She also stresses that the bias for productive work by 

children tends to dominate the Bangladeshi definition of child labour ignoring many 

other dimensions of child labour (ibid. 77). 

Now, the other hindrance with this definition is the age for a child. In Bangladesh a 

person below 18 does not have the right to vote. The age of majority in Bangladesh is set 

at 18 years under the Majority Act 1875, although the National Children Policy defines 

boys and girls under 14 years as children (MOE 2000: 12). UN Convention on the Rights 

of the Child defined child age as less than 18 years (UN 1989, article 1). ILO definition 

of the worst forms of child labour6 (ILO convention no. 182) stipulates persons from 5 to 

17 excluding 12-14 years old who spend less than 14 hours at work and including 15-17 

years old. For Bangladesh, the minimum working age is not uniformly defined in 

national laws ranging from 12 to 15 years. A draft labour code has prescribed a single 

minimum age of 14 years according to ILO minimum age convention, 1973 (No. 138). 

ILO convention 138 (1973) states, 'the minimum age ... shall be not less than the age of 

completion of compulsory schooling and, in any case, shall not be less than 15 years' 

(Article 2.3). This research will follow the ILO definition of child labour and considers 

most comprehensive and relevant to the research topic. The NCLS used a definition7 

6 ILO convention 182 (1999, Article 3) defines it as a) all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
such as the sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, 
including forced or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict; b) the use, procuring or 
offering of a child for prostitution, for the production of pornography or for pornographic performances; c) 
the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particular for the production and trafficking 
of drugs as defined in the relevant internat 1400 ional treaties; d) work which, by its nature or the 
circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children. 
7 All children under 18 years of age who are economically active except i. those who are under five years 
old and ii. those between 12 to 14 years old who spend less than 14 hours a week on their jobs, unless their 
activities or occupations are hazardous by nature or circumstance. Added to this are 15 to 17 years old 
children in WFCL (including hazardous work and work of 43 hours or more per week). 
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based on the ILO minimum age convention, 1973 (No. 138). The statistical references 

are based on this definition. 

The NCLS covered 05-17 year children (BBS 2003: 16). This research will talk about 

children ranging from 5/6 - 10 year old because it is the primary schooling age. 

However, since the NCLS provides figures for children in categories of 5-9, 10-14 and 

15-17 years, statistical reference is only possible for children from 05-09 years. There 

could be many different categories of child workers. But for research statistical purpose, 

'children who are working one or more hours for payor profit or working without pay in 

a family firm or enterprise or organization' will be considered as working children as 

mentioned in the NCLS (ibid.). Child work force will include this population and 

children seeking for economic activity or work. 

Child work does not end in the definition of child labour as presented above. As 

indicated above, children work in their households or with family members for example, 

taking care of their siblings/old/sick, use/clean durables, prepare meals, transportation of 

goods, clean/maintain dwellings etc. (ibid.). These children are involved in 'household 

chores' as referred in NCLS and represents 1.8 percent of the 05-09 population (ibid. 

52). The reasons for this could be many including cultural and demanding situations in 

the household. Many children simply live in the city streets, beg in the streets, and 

sometimes even sell small items (and surveys are not able to obtain complete information 

on them always) reflect another dimension of children's state which is difficult to define. 

This population is about 15 percent of the same age group and mentioned as 'Others' in 

the NCLS (ibid.). Both the groups constitute 16.5 percent of the 05-09 age group 

popUlation and put in broad category of 'neither at work nor at school' in the NCLS 

(ibid.). The issues of these groups have been identified in the demand side issues faced 

by the children in the analytical framework. 

2.3 What is Universalisation of Primary Education? 

Primary Education is the study from grade I to grade V in a formal educational 

institution i.e. school. The general age group for primary education is 6-10 years. 

Universal primary education refers to universal access to primary education for all 
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citizens of the country, ensuring equal participation irrespective of sex, race, religion, 

tribe and ethnicity (Okwany 2004). A rather quantitative definition would be 'full 

enrolment of all children in the primary school age group, i.e. 100 percent net enrolment 

rati08 (MOPME 2003:129, UNESCO 2000: 3). Colclough and Lewin (1993: 41) defined 

UPE as 'the circumstance of having a primary GER9 of 100 or more'. A GER of 100 will 

be enough when repetition and over-age enrolment are reduced to insignificant 

proportions. In Bangladesh, education policies and programmes are reinforced by 

Compulsory Primary Education Act (1990) to achieve UPE. The law has provisions to 

fine the legal guardian of the child ifhe/she is not sent to school (Haider 1998: 47). UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) mentions that all states shall make primary 

education compulsory, free and available to every child (Article 28). 

The meamng of UPE could go beyond just institutional education for school aged 

children. In a UNESCO (2004: 15) report, early childhood development in Bangladesh 

has been emphasized because of mainly two reasons: children as early as 7/8 years of 

age, i. start taking care of younger siblings and do other domestic works and ii. start 

working to supplement parents' income. Clearly, the early childhood enters the age 

range of primary school age children. Therefore, the notion of early childhood care and 

education should be part of this research. 

8 It is the number of pupils in the official school-age group expressed as a percentage of the total 
population in the same age group 
9 It is the total emolment of pupils in a grade or cycle or level of education, regardless of age, expressed as 
percentage of the corresponding eligible official age-group population in a given school year (MOPME 
2003). 
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Chapter 3: Review of Policy Studies and Researches Related to 
the Problem in Bangladesh 

This chapter reviews selected available policies studies in order to identify whether 

studies have discussed about integrating child labour problems into UPE policies. This 

will give an idea whether the activists, donors, academics in this sector realize that issues 

faced by the children can be integrated into UPE policies. This is important because 

these groups often influence the policy making process with their ideas. It is expected 

that the studies include issues on education delivery but this study requires to observe 

whether recommendations have been made to address the issues comprehensively 

(including working children) to achieve UPE. Studies analysed Primary, Secondary and 

Non Formal Education and specific programmes under these sub-sectors. Some other 

studies focused on child labour policies and programmes in Bangladesh. Most of the 

studies in this area have been conducted by or for the international donors in education 

sector. Some local organizations also carried out studies on this sector. Therefore, to 

keep a balance two studies have been selected from local prominent organizations and 

foreign donor organizations each. They include chapters on linkage between child labour 

and education and stress that education is both cause and consequence of child labour. 

However, it has hardly been seen in the studies that integration of child labour issues into 

UPE policies have been identified as a problem. Burra (1989: 1) generally pointed out, 

'Studies on the universalisation of primary education have tended to neglect the problem 

of child labour' . 

3.1 Policy Study by Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) 

A study on Bangladesh's education sector was carried out by Centre for Policy Dialogue 

(CPD) in 2003. It includes a review of the primary education sub-sector including 

various programmes, achievements, failures and how the government manages it. The 

study pointed out some key issues of this sub-sector namely access to all school age 

children, equal opportunity for extremely poor households and vulnerable groups, quality 

improvement of the teaching, relevance of the curriculum and efficiency of the system 

(CPD 2003b). It acknowledged substantial progress in access although the majority new 

schools were NGO schools. It also reported that enrolment rates considerably vary by 
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socio-economic groups- 'A sizeable number of children from very poor households were 

never enrolled and many of those enrolled dropped out before completing the full five 

year cycle as their families depended on child labour for survival' (ibid. 6). Furthermore, 

'specific action proposals focus on organization and duration of programmes and 

physical expansion rather than the difficult issues of quality assurance, relevance and 

outcome of education, or indicating effective measure for fulfilling the rights and 

entitlements of citizens in education (ibid. 21). Although the study did mention some 

child labour issues, it did not focus on UPE policies and incorporation of child labour 

issues into them. 

In a separate study on child labour policy in 2003, CPD emphasized the need for 

considering economic and other problems of the families and children for the promotion 

of universal education. It underlined more in-depth research 'to explore how education 

policies and practices could better address the needs of working children' (CPD 2003a: 

XV). It emphasized the need to analyze current education programmes from the working 

children's perspective and assess the means of making school programmes viable, 

attractive and acceptable to them. Suggestions came to 'incorporate informal schooling 

with technical training' and to discover ways of reducing costs of education and involved 

employers in making school accessible for children. 

3.2 Campaign for Popular Education (CAMPE) Study on Primary Education 

Education Watch was set up by CAMPE to produce annual report on Bangladesh's 

primary education. The last report was published for the year 2002 in June 2003. 

Education Watch 2002 stressed the need for income-generating skills and post literacy 

skills on a large scale (Ahmed, M.; Nath; and Ahmed, K. S. 2003:13). While this is a 

future-benefit for families to send their children to school now, the report did not 

mention the relationship between child work and thus failure of educational achievement. 

In 2001, Education Watch (Ahmed et al. 2002) found that the non-enrolled students 

belong to socio-economically-disadvantaged families and illiterate parents. Various 

actions were proposed including mobilizing national political commitment for EF A, 

promote EF A in a framework clearly linked to poverty elimination and development 
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strategies, ensure civil society participation in formulation of education strategies, 

develop participatory and accountable systems of educational management etc. The 

report suggested taking up education programmes to combat an issue of HIV I AIDS in 

the country, but surprisingly did not mention the much broader problem of child labour 

to consider. 

In Education Watch 2000 (CAMPE 2001), quality of primary education was the main 

focus. Special attention was recommended for highly deprived rural areas and 

instructional methods to combat traditional attitudes about girls' education. It pointed out 

that the current training programs for the teachers are not producing best results in 

teachers' skills and that decentralization of the educational management is necessary. 

The policy implication of this study identified family-related factors as hindrance for 

schooling. These factors include schooling costs and inflexible school-hours for working 

children. This is the only issue that came up in this report about working children. 

Education Watch 1999 (CAMPE 1999) was the very first annual report by CAMPE. It 

showed that although the state of primary education was improving the pace was slow. 

There was much more to be done to reach the goal of universal primary education. But 

no child labour issues were mentioned in this study to consider achieving UPE. 

3.3 Primary Education Sub-sector Study for Asian Development Bank 

A review of recent programmes, policies and plan has been conducted in this study for 

ADB. The review included the achievements and failures of the primary education 

emphasizing the quality issue. It showed that gender disparity in enrolment and drop out 

has already been eliminated. Primary Education Development Programme's (PEDP) 

priorities including universal enrolment of 6-10 year age children and others have been 

highlighted in this review. The indicators for primary education development (and 

outcome) such as student-teacher ratios, enrollment rates, number of institutions etc. 

have been highlighted. A crucial finding was that the number of government primary 

school remained unchanged resulting in high student-school and student-teacher ratio 

(ibid. 20). It pointed out that 'conventional strategies and traditional methods' did not 

bring fruitful result for UPE in the past (ibid. 9). Although the study concluded that child 
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labour is a factor for non-expansion of primary education (ibid. 48), it did not recognize 

the claim made by Kabeer (2003: 355) that in policy terms, the progress in the supply of 

education may both increase the 'demand for education' and reduce the 'supply of child 

labour'. It is not to say that the study is incomplete or not successful in achieving its 

objective but to indicate that this study did not recommend addressing child labour issues 

for achieving better outcome in primary education. 

3.4 Basic Education and Policy Support (BEPS) Study for USAID 

Basic Education and Policy Support (BEPS) conducted a study on Bangladesh's basic 

education sector. In the first (Overview) of the series of reports it mentioned that primary 

education now has good-quality curriculum, good textbooks and institutions for training 

teachers. But it is still lacking in instructional system and stakeholders have little voice in 

guiding policy and practice (BEPS 2002a: 28). In the second report, the study focused on 

gender equity. It pointed out that 85 percent of the garment industry (the biggest formal 

sector for women) workers are women and that the figures of child labour do not include 

much of the hidden work done by the girls in rural areas (BEPS 2002b: 9). It also 

criticized that the eight laws related to child labour are not at all enforced (ibid.). It 

illustrated that the effect of poverty is more on girls and there is cultural bias towards 

boys over girls for education. The report emphasized that 'the education system is 

obsessed with numbers' and 'there is a great need for attention to the kinds of skills and 

competencies that are needed in order to achieve gender equity' (ibid. 16). It referred that 

there are better facilities for girls and more female teachers (therefore less harassment by 

the teachers to female students) in the NGO schools than in government schools (ibid.). 

So, the second report did establish a link between child labour (especially for girls) and 

education. Poverty is seen as a barrier to girls' participation in education. 

3.5 Concluding Remarks 

The study reports included child labour issues like schooling costs, family poverty, girl

working children's opportunity for schooling and inflexible class-scheduling and other 

delivery related issues. So, a relationship between child labour and education has been 

established. But studies did not mention about incorporating these issues into UPE 

policies or programmes for achieving universally educated children in the country. 
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Chapter 4: - The Link Between the Education and Child 
Labour: Visible in Policies? 

This chapter looks into the NP A and NEP and tries to find whether these policy papers 

distinguish the link between child labour and education. It examines whether they 

recognize that issues faced by the children may lead to child labour and poor educational 

outcomes. In section 4.1, the relevant (not all) obj ectives, strategies and principles of 

NP All are analysed. In section 4.2, the objectives and strategies (relevant) of the NEP 

are analysed to search for any explicit references to the above-mentioned link. 

4.1 UPE in National Plan of Action on EF A 

The National Plan of Action II (NPAII 2003-2015) was adopted as a follow-up plan of 

the first National Plan of Action (1995-2000) on Education for All (EFA). The theme, 

EF A was first adopted in the NP A I after the World Conference on Education for All 

(WCEFA) at Jomtien, Thailand in March 1990 (PMED 1995: 2). The Jomtien conference 

set the goal for universalisation of access and increasing completion rates for primary 

education. Both of these resulted in the NP A I vision to: Universalizing access and 

promoting equity; focusing on learning, broadening the means and scope of basic 

education; enhancing the environment for learning and strengthening partnerships (ibid. 

53). The government set some quantitative targets for children's primary enrollment rate 

and completion rate. The overall aim was 'to enhance both quantitative and qualitative 

dimensions of primary and mass education and also take up al other feasible supportive 

programmes so that the targets set for 2000 can be successfully attained with the 

participation, assistance and cooperation of all concerned' (ibid. 58). 

The World Education Forum (WEF), Dakar 2000 reviewed the Jomtien EFA targets and 

extended the timeline to reach the goals till 2015. It also proposed a Framework for 

Action known as Dakar Framework for Action (DF A). The DF A goals and strategies, 

achievements of NP A I and basic education needs of the country at the end of 2001 

provided the framework for NPA II (MOPME 2003: 3). The NPAII overall goal is 'to 

lay the foundations of a knowledge-based and technologically-oriented learning society 

by enhancing and sustaining access, retention and provision of quality basic education to 
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meet the learning needs of children, young persons and adults in a competitive world, 

both in the formal and non-formal sub-sectors of basic education' (ibid. viii). 

4.1.a Objectives, Policy Guiding Principles and Strategies in NP A II 

The NPA II covers Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE), Non-Formal Basic 

Education (NFBE) and Formal Primary Education (FPE) and a small section on Female 

Education. Among these, FPE occupies the maj or part of the NP A. Here, UPE 1 0 could be 

referred to as universalizing FPE. The relevant parts of NP A II for this research are 

objectives (MOPME 2003: 23-24), guiding principles (ibid. 20-21), targets (ibid. 24) and 

strategies (ibid. 21-23). They are common for ECCE, NFBE and FPE. However, most of 

them relate directly or indirectly to universalisation of FPE. So, the objectives, guiding 

principles, the quantitative targets and the overarching strategiesll are analysed in the 

following section. But the part on FPE and its activities and proposals (relevant for 

programmes) are discussed in chapter 5 as that chapter discusses the second research 

question on issues confronted by the children. 

The guiding principles (ibid. 20-21) are based on the national constitution, PRSP, 

UDHR, CRC, CEDA W, national children policy, DF A goals. The principles reflect free 

and compulsory education, equal opportunity, poverty reduction and improving 

stakeholder participation. 

4.1.b. Analysis of the Findings in National Plan of Action (II) on EF A 

Analysis of the Objectives: 

The objectives of the NP AIl are broad and talk about universalizing basic education for 

all including adults. However, the analysis only highlights children's primary education. 

The objectives clearly cover all children including anyone working or not working. The 

intention of the policy makers is clear - universalizing education. The second objective 

emphasized the marginalised and vulnerable groups of children. Girls and the ethnic 

minority children were focused. While this is certainly an important area to target, there 

was no mention of child workers or even children in hazardous working situations. The 

10 Please see section 2.3 for a complete deflnition. 
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third objective indicated that the education would be appropriate for each group of 

children so that they can apply their learning in employment. This may be good for child 

workers of 14 years and above to take up appropriate skill training programme similar to 

their interests and previous working expertise. But 6-10 age group requires primary 

education in order to be able to properly acquire and apply skill training lessons. Primary 

education is required for children development during their early ages. The next 

objective mentioned about the absence of gender disparity in the enrolment and 

emphasized to maintain this parity. But maintaining gender parity and targeting new 

girls, who never went to school, are two different tasks. No emphasis to those girls who 

are out of education because of cultural barriers at home has been specified in the 

objectives. 

Analysis of the Target: 

The quantitative target that the NP AIl has set is certainly plausible. Gross enrolment rate 

of 110 percent has been targeted for 2015. Drop out rate has been expected to reach 25 

percent from 33 percent in 2000. Drop out rate of 14 percent in 2010 and 5 percent in 

2015 have been targeted. However, the problem lies in a different fact. From an 

interview12 with the Director of an education project, the following can be said- if there 

is 100 percent enrolment in a particular school, this shows that it has utilized all of its 

capacity to enroll students. But there could be other children from different age groups, 

who cannot go to school just because there are not enough schools for them. This 

problem relates problem of re-entrant children who are usually over primary school age 

but want to go to primary school. In grades I to V, about 65 and 34 percent children 

range from 5-9 and 10-14 years respectively (BBS 2003: 40). So, there is no scope for 

complacency with the high figures of enrolment. This is entirely a problem of access, 

which these targets fail to show. Also, what these targets do not show is who are being 

targeted. For instance, which 5 percent children will be out of school in 2015? Certainly, 

these 5 percent children are at most risk and are most difficult to bring to school. The 

explanation of this 5 percent could easily include child labour, children at household 

work including girl child. 

11 Please see Annex- A for the objectives, targets, guiding principles and strategies ofNP AIL 
12 The interview was taken in Dhaka in July'04 with the Project Director, Intensive District Approach to 
Education for All (IDEAL), Bangladesh. 
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Analysis of the Guiding Principles of the Policies: 

The principles cover a general and broad area based on the national consensus to 

promote EF A and removing illiteracy. One credible part of the principles was the 

inclusion of UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) in the underlying 

principles. But it is not clear in the principles whether the policy makers recognise every 

right mentioned in the CRC. For example, article 32 (UN 1989) mentions, 'the right of 

the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from performing any work that 

is likely to be hazardous and to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to 

the child's health or physical, spiritual, moral or social development'. Therefore, if the 

CRC sets underlying principle to achieve EF A, attention must be given to children who 

are exploited in any manner, while forming objectives or strategies of EF A. Many of 

these children are deprived of their right to education because of work. 

Poverty reduction has been highlighted to enable children to receive education. However, 

what is not present is that poverty is one major reason for children to become child 

workers although not the only one. Children become involved with work and at the end 

many of them tum into child labourers. The link between household poverty, child work 

or child labour and poor educational outcome is ignored. So, a reference to child labour 

is much relevant as both cause and consequence of poor educational outcome. There is 

no mention of national child labour laws in these directive principles. But child labour 

laws could guide the policy makers' decision on children's primary education as these 

two are linked. It should be noted that the national child labour policy has not been 

fmalized. 

The principles include the components for a traditional policy that only looks at one 

particular area i.e. primary education without considering other factors and issues 

causing problems for it. But strategies addressing child labourers, which may support the 

success of UPE is inherently absent. They completely miss the child labour issue, which 

constitute a major part of the reason for educational failure. This shows that the link 

between the child labour and education is not present when the policy makers begin to 

think on basic education policy. But it is too early to conclude that if child labour is out 

of the agenda for UPE policy or not. Let us keep this in mind that these are only guiding 
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principles. From these, strategies and programmes come out, which may address the 

missing link. 

Analysis of the strategies: 

A focus on the quality aspect of the primary education is recognizable in the strategies. 

Efficient use of resources, better coordination between ministries and organizations 

(public and private), improving quality of teachers, community awareness and 

empowering to participate, decentralization of responsibilities at local level, reduction of 

gender inequity, decrease the burden of poverty, transparency/accountability in the 

education system, improvement of the quality of the curriculum and accessories and 

inclusion of issues like HIV/AIDS and arsenic contamination13 are included in the 

strategy. But it is not clear that by not mentioning the problem of access and emphasizing 

only on quality, whether the policy makers tend to refuse the need for more schools. 

Also, reduction of poverty has been highlighted as it hinders enrolment, causes drop outs 

etc. But, how poverty stops children from going to school and what do the children do 

instead of going to school have not been stated. The strategies missed that the link 

between poverty and educational failure may include child work or child labour in 

between. Although not in every case but often, because of poverty, the children stops 

going to school and start working simultaneously. And once the child is earning a good 

income, after providing incentives he/she may have been brought back to school but 

reduction of involvement in labour does not occur proportionately (Ravallion and Wodon 

1999: 16). Another noticeable gap in the strategies is the suitability of the curriculum. 

Issues like HIV / AIDS and arsenic are included but a relevant issue for children like 

hazards of child labour is not emphasized. Child workers have different needs in terms of 

learning and curriculum than general pupils. Some are experts in their working fields, 

some are half-literate and some are totally illiterate. Therefore, strategies need to 

consider working children's background of work and education and assess their 

educational needs. Boyden, Ling and Myers emphasized the same (1998: 269). To do 

this, children's participation is vital to understand the exact needs of the working 

children. However, only relying on children's views is not enough to formulate effective 

strategies. Children's view should be incorporated during the strategy formulation 

13 Arsenic is a substance that is found in the ground water and if used, it can cause severe skin diseases. 
Recently, Bangladesh has suffered from epidemic by arsenic contamination. 
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process. Although the overarching strategies did not mention explicitly the role of the 

children in the school management committees and what the policy makers expect from 

them, they have kept the option for listening to children's view. Schedule of classes for 

working children is also distracting for employers. So, it is obligatory that the strategies 

identify employers and parents as partners to achieve UPE to get their co-operation. 

From the strategies, it can be said that the planners had noble intention to make a 

favourable environment for the children to be attracted to and receive education. 

Achieving this defInitely will broaden the scope for working children to go to school but 

there are more in-depth areas, as mentioned in analysis that must be integrated to meet 

the needs of working children. 

4.2 UPE in National Education Policy 

The last publicly available national education policy was published in 2000. According 

to NP AIl (MOPME 2003: 20), it is expected to be reviewed and updated once every 

three years. But no updated version of the policy is published yet. It consists of policies 

on all the education sub-sector starting from Pre-primary, non-formal to higher education 

and other specialized and professional education. One of the beginning chapters of the 

policy document is Pre-primary and primary education. Under the primary education, the 

policies that have a direct or indirect effect on UPE are discussed. In addition, cross 

cutting topics like teacher training, educational administration, curriculum, measures 

irrespective of levels of education etc. are part of the policy. These will be discussed in 

chapter 5 as these have direct relevance with universalizing primary education and are 

issues faced by children. 

4.2.a. Objectives and Strategies of Primary Education in National Education Policy 

Primary education is given utmost importance for the national life. It is considered 

critical stage for organizing the entire education system to turn the population into skilled 

human resource and it should be universal, compulsory, free and of the same standard for 

everybody (MOE 2000:3). The objectives and the strategies14 (ibid. 3-9) of the primary 

education are analysed in the next section. 

14 Please see Annex- B for the objectives and strategies of primary education in NEP 
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4.2.h. Analysis of the Findings in National Education Policy 

Analysis of the objectives: 

The objectives of primary education in the national education policy are quite 

straightforward. A standard practical literacy, social and moral values and patriotism are 

most highlighted in the objectives. Another objective has been set to attract children for 

'income generating physical1abour' . Although it is not clear which group of children are 

being targeted but it seems the government is emphasizing the importance of vocational 

training for children. A large number of child labourers at later ages and after receiving 

basic education engage themselves in various industries. For them, primary education 

with income generating vocational training will be important. There has been no mention 

of girl child specifically in the objectives. 

Analysis of the strategies: 

Two points can be raised about the duration of the primary education. First, extension of 

duration from five years to six years has not been implemented yet. Second, although the 

issue of access has been highlighted here unlike NP AIl, the target year for achieving 

UPE is 2010 in NEP contrary to 2015 in NPAIl. Therefore, it shows that on the same 

issue, two policy documents are portraying two different targets. 

A unified curriculum for primary level is rightly emphasized because of different streams 

of education in the country. Child labourers themselves consist of different aptitude 

levels and often need special attention and guidance. After adopting eight-year primary 

education, inclusion of vocational subjects in the last three years is relevant, as many 

child workers will have their option to utilize that education in their employment. 

Therefore, the curriculum needs to be suitable for all children. 

The entry age into primary education has been fixed at 6 years. But there is no strategy 

for late entrants or re-entrants who want to go to school at post primary age. Often these 

children hesitate to take classes with the normal school goers and feel left out from the 

regular pupils. Many might have missed school because of work during the primary 
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school age. Attention must be given to this population and enrolment regulation and 

procedures could be designed to facilitate them. 

Strategies on primary education include both quality and structure of delivery system. 

Both are very important reasons for explaining why children do not want to come to 

school, which will be discussed elaborately in chapter 5. As far as NEP is concerned the 

directives on these issues are rather general and lack explicit targets without clearly 

specifying the responsible authority to ensure measures. For instance, on the issue of 

community participation to manage the schools and to raise fund for schools, nothing is 

explicit as to what exactly the strategy will be and who will take initiative to do these 

ambitious tasks at every upazila (sub-district) of the country. 

Lastly but very importantly, filling the gap of schools where not present has been 

emphasized to achieve UPE. But surprisingly the improvement of physical facilities such 

as playground, toilets, has not been pointed out in the strategies. No such strategies have 

been set. 

4.3 Concluding Remarks 

The NP All indicates the current issues of supply side interventions of education and only 

touch the demand side issue like poverty in broader sense. However, the link between 

demand/supply side issues (household income poverty, poor delivery of education etc.), 

child labour and poor educational outcomes for children, is not found. Since the 6-10 

year old children could belong to heterogeneous groups such as full time child labourers, 

occasional workers, family unpaid household workers etc. it is imperative to specify 

strategies for each group. What this chapter looked at specially is the child labourer 

group, but there was no mention of child labourers as target group. This is another 

illustration of how the policy makers miss the point that child labour could be both cause 

and consequence of poor educational outcomes. So, targeting this group inevitably will 

bring better educational outcomes for children. 

The NEP does not recognize the general issues of primary education of the country let 

alone the link between child labour and primary education. The objectives ofNEP seem 
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a 'wishlist' of the government with incomplete strategies of how to achieve these. The 

strategies are incomplete also because these lack two major issues like discrimination 

against girl child and lack of physical facilities. When it comes to the issue of child 

labourers, NEP does not specify any single strategy to bring them into school. In fact, 

this is not evident in the strategy because the policy makers do not recognize that the link 

this chapter is trying to locate, exist. While the NEP is short of directives for improving 

only the delivery of primary education, it is natural that it does not highlight the above

mentioned link. The NEP has been greatly a 'closed' and 'non-transparent' process and 

has little legitimacy (CPD 2003b: 21, BEPS 2002a: 9). Either for this or for any other 

reasons, it has not come out as sound directives for education sector as a whole. NEP has 

been found to have less authority than the NP All (BEPS 2002a: 10). 
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Chapter 5: Design of the Policies and Programmes- How Far 
are They Designed to Address the Issues Faced by the 

Children? 

In Bangladesh, about 36 percent remain non-literate15 or semi-literate16 after completing 

five-year cycle of primary education (Ahmed, M.; Nath; and Ahmed, K. S. 2003: 7). 

Poor quality primarylbasic education negatively influences the quality of all-level and 

socio-economic development in future (MOPME 2003: 13). Therefore, the importance 

of proper delivery of interventions is high. In chapter four, we have found that the 

policies do not identify the link between child labour and primary education but focus on 

various issues of primary education. There are some existing issues for children 

irrespective of child labourers or non-child labourers. The firm recognition of the fact 

that there are issues, which lead to child labour and poor educational outcome (drop-out 

and not enroll, fail etc.) is not visible in the policies. These issues are stated in the 

analytical framework under Issues faced by the children. Some of them have been 

mentioned in the policy documents. This chapter looks into the programmes and their 

proposals in order to assess whether and to what extent they are designed to address 

these issues not only faced by the working children but by primary age group children 

and older children intending to attend primary school also. Each issue is discussed in 

light of the NP A II programme activities, NEP recommendations and various 

programmes/projects currently functioning in the country. Already completed 

programmes or projects are not analyzed because of limited space of the research. Some 

references are made from studies on these programmes and issues. 

Analysis for each issue includes explanation of the issue, condition of the children and 

how the programmes/projects incorporate this issue in their designing or components. 

15 Non-literate: Lack of ability to decode alphabet, recognise words, write words and count objects; and, 
therefore, inability to use literacy skills in life situations. Source: Education Watch 2002, CAMPE 

16 Semi-literate: Ability to recognize and write some words, to count objects and use numbers at a very 
basic level; extremely limited use of the literacy skins in life situations. Source: Education Watch 2002, 
CAMPE 
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5.1 Household Income Poverty 

Poverty has been mentioned as a major reason for child labour in Bangladesh (CPD 

2003a, Haider 1998). Poor families have greater necessity for survival for supplementary 

income from their children's work (International Conference on Child Labour 1997: 4). 

Households with 'low productive occupations' see more child work in Bangladesh 

(Ahmad and Quasem 1991: 13). The national child labour survey showed that about 97 

percent working children contributed their income to their families fully or partially 

(BBS 2003: 101). The same survey showed that about 69 percent parents believe that if 

their children did not work their living condition would fall and 9 percent believe it 

would be hard to survive (ibid.). Although there are other reasons for child labour, we 

need to concentrate on this because poverty leads children to work and often working 

children face poor educational outcome (Tietj en 2003: 3, International Conference on 

Child Labour 1997: 4). 

One major problem for poor households to send their children to school is that it involves 

significant cost. Although the books are provided free of cost, 'free' compUlsory 

education comprise only 20 percent of the total cost of schooling (ibid.). Other costs such 

as uniform, transportation to school, writing materials, examination fee, sports fee, Milad 

fee (religious congregation) etc. are also involved with children's education (ibid. 

Chowdhury 2003: 295). 'There is also the indirect "opportunity cost" of schooling, the 

loss of income incurred by a family whose child is in school rather than working' 

(International Conference On Child Labour 1997: 4). In various cases, children are 

engaged in full daytime fieldwork throughout a season; look after their younger siblings 

etc. Psacharopoulos (1999: 5) pointed out, 'Child time devoted to schooling activities is 

often treated as a mirror image of schooling time'. So, education becomes opportunity 

cost for them as they work. 

Analysis of the programme design: 

In the NP All, on the list of challenges for programmes, family poverty has come in the 

last but one point. Out of non-attending children, (5 to 17 years, no data for 5/6-9/10 

years) about 45 percent cannot attend school because of economic reasons (BBS 2003: 
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42). This data shows the intensity of this issue. In the programme activities, proposal for 

continuing scholarship programmes for girls beyond grade V and that examining the 

same for boys from hardcore poor families has been suggested (MOPME 2003: 56). The 

provision for 'selectively' providing girls with uniform and experimental nutrition 

programme is another incentive-based programme. The plan also mentioned about 

supplying free stationery, pencils, workbooks, drawing books etc. to children in all 

institutions. While these are some good steps towards compensating some costs of 

education, these do not entail many major costs like transportation and various fees for 

the child. And also, scholarship programmes cover only a part of the children population, 

those who are comparatively sound in achievements. And high achievers are usually 

regular students with little to think about their household income. But many child 

labourers cannot attend school regularly and drop out and some even never attend school. 

So, financial incentive could work for the child workers if it was on non-scholarship 

basis. Moreover, it becomes problematic to apply on a mass scale all over the country 

(Bequele and Myers 1995: 132). 

A similar project is the Primary Education Stipend Project (PESP). This has objectives of 

increasing emolment, attendance and completion cycle including eradication of child 

labour (Tietjen 2003: 5). It provides Tk. 100 per child/Tko 125 for more than one child 

only to parents of poor households. Now, let us take an example of a family who has one 

working girl child. She earns Tk. 81 O/month 17 from her work. If she does not work, she 

will receive Tk. 100/month, which is only 12 percent of her monthly income (For boys, it 

is about 10 percent) (BBS 2003: 72). This percentage becomes almost half of previous 

when there are two working children or more in one family. In addition, the family does 

not have to incur additional school fees and transportation costs. The free textbooks, 

some materials and if she is lucky one uniform remains out of her calculation because 

she would not have needed it anyway. Therefore, we need to design the programmes 

very carefully thinking about how much realistically the cost could be covered with these 

stipends. 

Reaching Out of School Children (ROSC) is a complementary project for PEDPII. The 

key objective of this project is 'to reduce the number of out-of-school children through 

17 Average monthly income for a girl worker in Bangladesh. 
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improved access, quality and efficiency in pnmary education, especially for the 

disadvantaged children, in support of GoB's national EFA goals (World Bank 2004b: 4). 

One of the components to reach this objective is Improving Access to Quality Education 

for Out-aI-School Children. In this component, children will receive education allowance 

after the schools/learning centres meet minimum standards and quality (e.g. quality of 

teaching, regular attendance etc.). 

The more important issue here is to support these families economic survival and this 

may not be possible with only education intervention but is a part of much greater 

problem of poverty (Bissell and Sobhan 1996: 35). 

5.2 Discrimination Against Girl Children and Household Work 

Girl child is often 'marginalised by language, lifestyle and culture' (UNESCO 1990 cited 

in Farell 1999: 161). During 2002-03, proportion of girls attending schools was slightly 

higher than boys (BBS 2003: 38). But 3.11 million (34 percent of primary school aged 

girls) and .93 million girls (10 percent) did not complete or never enrolled in school 

respectively in 2003 (UNICEF 2004: 2). So, substantial number of girls is not receiving 

education. We have seen before that 'free education' also has some costs and parents 

spend less for girls than they do for boys (BEPS 2002b: 13, UNICEF 2004: 3). 

Girls are socially discriminated in Bangladesh. A girl child is preferred to stay at home 

and learn household duties and help their mothers. Parents believe, learning domestic 

work is more important than schooling as she will need to carry out the same after her 

marriage. Since they already confront the discrimination, poor quality education doubly 

disadvantages them (UNICEF 2004: 5). Education fails to prepare them with skills and 

confidence to take part in social and economic pursuit and this turns them back from 

school and gradually they are forced to work. 

Household work being the reason for not going to school is for about 7 percent 5-17 year 

children (no data for 5/6-9/10 year, BBS 2003: 42). Being weak in education (8.2 

percent), unwilling to study (7.2 percent) and no consent by family to study (4 percent) 

are some reasons which could result from household work. So, the impact of household 
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work could be worse than it can be thought. 'The poor quality of education results in low 

achievement levels for girls and boys, and limited options for girls and women within the 

greater society exacerbate the problems of inadequate schooling for girls' (UNICEF 

2004: 2). It has been pointed out that access to and completion of primary education may 

be hampered because of ineffective methods of teaching, large class sizes, low contact 

hours, high teacher absenteeism, poor accountability systems and a lack of sanitary 

facilities for girls in schools and insufficient provision of schools (ibid. 3). So supply side 

issues aggravate these primarily demand side issues. 

Analysis of the programme design: 

Under the component of Improving and Supporting Equitable Access to Quality 

Schooling in PEDPII, one sUb-component is Improving Access for Disadvantaged 

Children to Quality Schooling. Under this sub-component, one strategy to bring girl 

children taking care of siblings at home is to begin 'baby classes' at rural primary 

schools, in partnership with schools and community. (World Bank 2004a: 53). In 

addition, existing Female Secondary Stipend Programme is proposed to be extended for 

older (11-12 years) girl children from poor families for primary education. One of the 

actions under the component Enhancing Institutional Capacity of DPE at Central and 

Decentralized levels is advising communities and SMCs on the importance of building a 

strong and equal role for girls and women in the development of Bangladesh. 

A project called BEUWC (Basic Education for Urban Working Children) has been 

launched this year to provide non-formal education, pass on livelihood skills for older 

adolescents and carry out social mobilization activities to raise awareness of child labour 

issues (UNICEF 2004: 11). Sixty percent of the beneficiaries of the project are female 

children. 

All programme activities will bring real results only if quality education is provided with 

effective monitoring and evaluation of the interventions. What these interventions lack is 

that special attention to girl children with disabilities, who need extra care and attention 

and interventions addressing cultural issues for not sending girls to school. It has been 

discussed before that girls with disabilities are 'doubly disadvantaged' because of the 

social construction. This makes them most vulnerable in the children population. In 
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Bangladesh, despite of the gender parity in enrolment, girls' education is socially less 

expected than that of boys (ibid. 3). This issue has to be dealt with very seriously for 

universalizing primary education. 

Even if there is gender parity in primary school enrolment, to maintain this, factors for 

discriminating girls like teacher behavior, poor sanitary facilities etc. need to be 

emphasized in all the interventions for UPE. These issues have already been discussed in 

the physical facilities, access to primary school and in quality of teaching sections. 

While it is understandable that cultural reasons for girls that discourage them to attend 

school, once they are in the school, curriculum should try to include contents that make 

them understand that being in the school is equally or more important than learning 

'post-marriage responsibilities'. This is where delivery of education becomes important 

to act against cultural barriers for girls' access to education. Even though the girls' 

attendance was slightly higher than that of boys, a significant proportion of girls did not 

enroll or did not complete school. Therefore, interventions should aim to address the 

cultural issues, teaching behaviour, suitable curriculum, physical facilities to bring more 

girls to school. 

5.3 Access to Primary School 

In Bangladesh, although the situation of physical access has improved every village does 

not have a primary school' (Chowdhury 2003: 296). This is the simple picture as it is. 

The density of school is now one school in every two square kilometres (NP AlI 2003: 

35). The direct implication for children is that because of unavailability of schools 

nearby, they cannot attend schools. The implication is more acute for girls as many 

parents show reluctance to send their daughters to a far away school for cultural reasons 

(Chowdhury 2003: 296, MOPME 2003: 35, and UNICEF 2004: 3). This is the first 

physical requirement for universalizing education. It is important to note here that the 

total number of government primary schools remained unchanged over the last decade 

(Rahman et al. 2001: 17, CPD 2003b: 5), and the rate of increase of all primary schools 

was much lower than that of total enrolment (ibid.). 
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Physical access has just been discussed. Making flexible schedule may also give the 

child labourers the scope to attend school. Many working children cannot attend school 

for longer (six to eight hours) daily (Boyden, Ling and Myers 1998: 273, Bequele and 

Myers 1995: 133). Some workers try to continue schooling and work together and some 

cannot attend school. Reducing school fees, installing adequate physical facilities, good 

teacher behaviour and non-discrimination are some major factors, which can make 

schools more accessible to children. This is another type of access. These issues will be 

discussed in the following parts of the chapter as they form big issues themselves. 

Analysis of the programme design: 

Inconvenient and distant school location has been identified as a major challenge in 

NP AlI. The national plan proposes to launch a new composite survey and mapping of 

schools to among others identify the 'under-served and un-served areas'. Based on the 

survey findings, location of additional schools will be identified and construction will be 

completed by 200911 0 (MOPME 2003: 55). But the NEP does not mention about 

improving the physical access. 

The ROSe project identifies that 'children in remote rural areas have very limited access 

to education' although there is optimum gender parity (World Bank 2004b:l). So, the 

project aims to carry out interventions to bring marginal and 'missing' children into non

formal primary schools. It also has provisions for financing the Shishu Kalyan (child 

welfare) Trust (SKT) schools. 

SKT runs 45 primary schools in the country only for the working children. The overall 

objective of the trust is 'to assist the underprivileged working children in receiving 

general education and in acquiring technical skills and health care so that they can join 

others in the mainstream of economic activities thereby improve their present sub

standard living conditions' (DPE, year not mentioned). Schools run by the trust operate 

in flexible hours, meritorious students are provided with stipend, medical facilities are 

available for students of the SKT schools. Future action plans of the trust include: i. 

providing technical education, expanding number of schools in different locations, free 

supply oflearning materials along with books etc. 
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In connection to coverage of schools, the IDEAL project introduced school catchment 

map provision (UNICEF 1998: 9). The maps show all the primary education facilities in 

the union together with human settlements. Through these maps, un-served and under

served areas can be identified. It is also easier to monitor the enrollment, drop out, 

attendance etc. through these maps. 

For the longer hours working children, to lessen the pressure of study during regular 

hours and work simultaneously become unbearable. To, bring both this and the 'only 

working' groups to schools, initially, rescheduling of lessons to fit work schedules, 

including 'seasonal variations in work', and 'condensing curricula' could be part of 

programmes (ibid.). Gradually the schedules can be changed to regular by continuous 

encouragement and once the children develop an attachment to the schools. Flexible 

scheduling is one of the effective strategies to increase the school participation of 

children in satellite schools (Chowdhury, K. P. 1999 cited in Avura 2000: 48). 

Without the financing of SKT schools in ROSC project, no extensive interventions have 

been taken in these projects for the working children. And there are only 45 schools in 

the country run by SKT providing primary education to 8,000 working children (DPE, 

year not mentioned). These projects and programmes will only be successful when these 

will be able to bring and retain all the children ensuring and including working children 

to the schools. The reality that more than half of non-attending children is working has 

been largely avoided in the designing ofthe programmes. 

5.4 Physical Facilities at the School 

Physical facilities are important to attract and retain students. Less crowded classrooms, 

separate toilets for girls, continuous electric and water supply, playground, furniture and 

good seating arrangements are essential in a primary school. However, studies showed 

that as a whole the physical condition of primary schools in Bangladesh is not 

satisfactory (Begum and Rahman 2004: 167, Rahman et al. 2001: 28). In 2000, a little 

more than half of the schools had tolerably acceptable accommodation and funds for 

repair work were being inefficiently managed (MOPME 2003: 35). CAMPE researchers 

found that only over a third of school buildings are brick-built (CAMPE 1999). They 
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also revealed that only 42 percent and 60 percent of rural and urban schools respectively 

have drinking water facilities (CAMPE 1999 cited in BEPS 2002a: 14). It also found that 

over one third of schools have no toilet facilities and at least half of these toilets are 

maintained poorly (ibid.). In addition, only about half of the schools had playgrounds 

(ibid.). 

Analysis of the programme design: 

NP All indicated that based on the national survey, facilities like toilets, play grounds, 

renovation etc. will be finished by 2010 and all facilities will be standardized (MOPME 

2003: 55). PEDP II has one component completely dedicated for Improving 

Infrastructure. This includes fulfilling the requirement of physical facilities to improve 

the quality of education. The actions include classroom construction & renovations, 

water & sanitation facilities, primary teacher training institute facilities, upazila (sub

district) offices & upazila resource centres and physical infrastructure improvement at 

MOPME, DPE and other educational institutions and professional fees & construction 

supervision (World Bank 2004: 51-3 project appraisal). 

IDEAL project has taken the initiative to generate additional resources locally in order to 

bring about improvements in the schools, which the local community needs (UNICEF 

1998: 11). This is usually done through the local plan. 

In the ROSC project, only in the Grants to Learning Centres/Schools sub-component, a 

portion of grant is at the discretion of the management committees to use. Therefore, this 

grant can be used to improve and acquire new physical facilities for the schools/centres. 

The interventions did not emphasize the importance of quality of construction materials 

so that the structures and facilities at the schools last for longer period. Need for proper 

maintenance is also not mentioned to save money from installing same facilities again 

and again. This money could go for other items for school improvement. 
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5.5 Quality of Teaching 

For better or worse, schools and teachers reflect societal values (International Conference 

on Child Labour 1997: 9). One of the major issues of primary education in Bangladesh is 

the poor quality of teaching (BEPS 2003b: 20). 'The feeling that education is useless is 

also characteristic of situations in which children learning to read and write do not find 

that literacy improves their lives. It may not lead to recognizable economic opportunities, 

and they may be too poor to purchase recreational reading material, even if interested. In 

such circumstances, they and their parents may complain that education is not useful to 

them and that they could therefore better spend their time working (Bequele and Myers 

1995: 139). This is a broad unfavorable effect that poor quality teaching can have on 

children. The teacher is considered the most crucial factor among many factors affecting 

poor learning achievement (BEPS 2002c: 20, Kabeer 2003: 376). 'Teachers are still 

using traditional and conventional methods of teaching which are not amenable to the 

new curriculum' (Rahman et al. 2001: 14). The PSPMP (Primary School Performance 

Monitoring Project) study showed that only 40-50 percent of the schools start on time. 

Close to 30 percent teachers come late to the schools even by one hour, 50 percent go to 

class late, they often do not take scheduled lessons, their attendance is irregular and they 

receive very little guidance from Headteachers and the supervisors (BEPS 2002c: 19). It 

was also pointed out that there is less interactive and proactive teaching in government 

schools and that the level of counteractive teaching in formal schools is much higher than 

in NFE centres' (ibid. 20). 'Perverse forms of teacher behaviour include widespread 

absenteeism, often to work on their other economic activities; drunkenness during school 

hours and pressure on pupils to supply them with liquor; using children to run errands 

and do their domestic chores; keeping the educational aids locked up for fear they might 

be blamed for their loss or damage; keeping toilets locked up or only for the use of the 

teacher; inflating enrolment ratios, making school registers "singularly inauthentic" 

sources of information' (Kabeer 2003: 376.). 'Many teachers have not mastered the 

subject matter they are teaching, and most have not been well trained in how to teach' 

(BEPS 2002a: 13). In 1994, the National Curriculum and Textbook Board (NCTB) 

conducted the grade V scholarship Mathematics examination to a sample of primary 

teachers and only 29 percent passed the examination (BEPS 2002c: 16). Teachers try to 

keep their students disciplined by keeping them in a 'state of fear, and attitudes toward 
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children in general and working children, in particular, can seriously undermine 

children's self-esteem' (International Conference On Child Labour 1997: 9). These are 

evidences that teachers do create a major problem. 

Only thinking about formal teacher training and its spreading out will not help develop 

the quality of primary education. The premises and assumptions of the current 

programmes regarding 'why training is not making the expected contribution to better 

learning outcome- have to be proved rigorously, followed by a fundamental rethinking 

about effective teacher training and creating the conditions for use of the training in 

classroom' (CAMPE 2000: v). As stated before, children achieve poor educational 

outcomes as a result of poor quality of teaching. For example, on average, primary 

school students achieved 60 percent of all competencies tested and rural schools have 

lower levels of achievement than urban schools in every subject; and only less than 2 

percent of all students completing primary education were able to acquire all the 27 

competencies tested (CAMPE 2000: ii). 

The number of teachers is also an issue. High teacher-student ratio is a barrier to good 

quality teaching. Only about 13 percent of primary schools had teacher-student ratio of 

1:40 or less (CAMPE 1999). 

Contact hour in Bangladeshi schools is very low - 3840 hours annually against the 

international average of 5367 (Chowdhury 2003: 296, CPD 2003b: 7). The usual 

problem is that low contact hours leave the children early providing them scope for 

work. While this is a problem another problem lies with inflexible scheduling or hours of 

work. Bequele and Myers (1995: 133) have showed that working for longer hours and 

going to schools in the same day takes a great effort and children manage to do it with 

considerable exhaustion. So, schedules may be made flexible so that the children do not 

have to work and study in the same day. Therefore, they will not need to come to schools 

exhausted and concentrate more on studies. It also facilitates access to schools. 

Analysis o/the programme design: 

NP AIl emphasized on raising the teachers' qualification and various teacher training 

programmes. The first objective of PEDP n is to improve the quality of teaching and 
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learning, and enhance student management. It directly relates to improving the quality of 

teaching. The component corresponding to this objective is aimed to do this through 

innovations, such as reducing class size, establishing a minimum primary school quality 

level and competitive innovation grants to improve quality of teaching and 

administration to be implemented by teachers and local level administrators. Other 

initiatives include strengthening primary education apex institutions, initial and in 

service teacher training and improving curriculum and textbook development. 

The principal goal of IDEAL project is to improve the quality of primary education 

(UNICEF 1998: 2). This is fulfilled through interventions designed to enhance teaching

learning methods, the school environment and children's learning achievement. The 

second component school quality directly relates to the teaching quality. This project 

uses new approaches in teaching, decorations and set up in classrooms and methods of 

teaching. It uses child-centred, participatory and group-oriented methods of teaching and 

learning (ibid. 15). 

ROSC project's first component is Improving Access to Quality Education for Out-of

School Children. Grants to Learning Centres/Schools is a sub-component under this. 

This means grants will be allocated for non-formal primary schools/centres based on 

minimum quality and standards of schools. A portion of the grant will be used for 

improvement of quality and management of the schools/centres and the rest of the grant 

will be used by the management committees according to the need of the centres/schools 

(World Bank '2004b). 

Development of the teachers is one of the first key measures to improve quality of 

primary education. Teacher-training has been emphasized in NPAII, PEDPII and IDEAL 

projects, but teachers barely exercise what they learn at the training institutes and 

although there are provisions for refreshers training, these happen occasionally 

(Chowdhury 2003: 295). Improving teaching quality is as much important as raising 

sincerity of the teachers. But the projects only highlight various training programmes 

without identifying the real issue of teacher sincerity and seriousness of the job. For 

example, being late in the class or behaving rudely with children cannot be stopped 

always with training. Close monitoring and supervision and a strong mental shift are 

required to address these issues. It needs to be understood, although BRAC NFPE 
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teachers are less qualified they perform their duties better than the government primary 

teachers do (BEPS 2002c: 20). Reorganization of class rooms, decorations, new methods 

of teaching etc. will bring good results in bringing all including working children to 

schools only if the teachers carry out their responsibility fairly and properly. Otherwise 

all these innovative approaches will have little effect on the issue of quality of teaching. 

The children need to see the good practices of the teaching system so that they feel 

attracted to schools. Issues like low contact hours and flexible scheduling for working 

children have not been part of interventions at all. 

5.6 Suitability of Curriculum 

World Bank has identified 'ineffective curriculum development' as one of the main 

issues in primary education (World Bank 2004a: 5). Interest ofthe children to the subject 

matters depends much on curriculum. If the topics are not interesting and relevant for 

them, children often can find themselves in boredom and ultimately achieving poor 

performance or dropping out from schools (Kabeer 2003: 376). One important aspect to 

remember with regard to curriculum is the heterogeneity of the children popUlation in 

Bangladesh. Different groups of children have different needs to learn. Therefore, 

standardization of curriculum may not address all the needs of the diversified group of 

children. It has been pointed out that, 'Standardization (of the curriculum) further implies 

a static conception of children's lifeworlds, and the imposition of a unitary concept of 

"ideal childhood" is far from a reflection of the diverse realities that obtain in India and 

Bangladesh.' (Kabeer, Nambissan and Subrahmanian 2003: 28). The issue thus, for the 

children is to find their curriculum not suitable to their needs. They cannot relate the 

content of the curriculum to their practical lives and thus at the end, lose interest. This, 

being a reason for drop out, children often involve themselves with work. It is also 

showed that quality relates to the content of curriculum among others (ibid. 29). 

Analysis of the programme design: 

NP AIl talked about improving and restructuring the curriculum that would stimulate the 

urge for reason and to be analytical and creative and to tune children to the technology 

oriented society (MOPME 2003: 56). The second component of PEDPII namely 
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Improving Quality in Schools and Classrooms includes Improving the Learning 

Environment sub-component (World Bank 2004a: 48). Curriculum and textbook 

development have been the part of this. Instead of describing actions on curriculum 

development, measures to improve the National Curriculum and Textbook Board 

(NCTB) has been emphasized here. NCTB will be restructured to strengthen its 

personnel and the capacity to produce & distribute high quality textbooks and learning 

materials etc. (World Bank 2004: 48). The IDEAL project introduced the Safe Learning 

Environment (SLE) in a few schools, where knowledge is transferred about personal 

hygiene, health, food and nutrition, safety and security, rights and gender-related issues 

into practice (UNICEF 1998: 17). 

Regarding the quality of curriculum, ADB pointed out that it has undergone significant 

changes already from 1992 but significant improvement has not been achieved (Rahman 

et al. 2001: 11). Information about the hazards of the workplaces or work itself could be 

inserted in the curriculum (Bequele and Myers 1995: 141). This will help working 

children realize the dangers and loss of working in such hazardous working places. If 

disinterest is grown in them against such work, it will be the most effective learning, 

which they can apply on themselves and come away from hazardous work. Neither 

NP AIl nor the projects brought up the necessity of the working children on what they 

want or need to learn at schools. No specific reference has been made about the basic 

problems and addressing those problems of curriculum. The programmes emphasized 

reorganization of the NCTB instead of emphasizing what should be inside the 

curriculum. More administrative issues have been emphasized instead of qualitative 

issues in curriculum in NP AIl and other projects. Only IDEAL project began to 

incorporate some practical issues like child rights, safety and security etc. But to make 

curriculum suitable for various children including the working children requires rigorous 

research on curriculum development to identify and design curriculum to meet the needs 

of this diversified group of children. 

5.7 Efficiency of Management in Educational Operations 

NP AIl mentioned internal inefficiency as one of the major constraints of the primary 

education system (MOPME 2003: 19). The management of primary education is 'highly 
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centralized' and 'it is through a chain of bureaucratic apparatus reaching to the upazila 

level and beyond (Behnnan, Deolikar and Soon 2002: 17; CPD 2003b: 16). Although 

SMCs have been formed in all primary schools, they are not very active towards school 

development and administration (ibid. and Rahman et al. 2001: 14). Local level planning 

and management become ineffective when the management is not efficient. One study 

showed i. non-cooperation by the committee members in school operation, ii. insufficient 

financing and iii. lack of coordination among committee, teachers and administrators are 

the major constraints of the management of the primary education (ibid. 51). It also 

showed that 'the current structure of management is not operating efficiently for 

effective involvement of community' and non-cooperation by the committee members is 

a major problem (ibid.). The school authorities have very little power and authority for 

delivery of education (CPD 2003b: 16). One example of the inefficiency of the 

management became visible to the country, when six thousand primary school teachers 

did not have received their salaries for over a year (Hossain 2004). In a separate survey, 

it has been found that many primary schools 'require students to pay' for services that 

are supposed to be free including admission fees, books etc.' (BEPS 2002a: 27). All 

these issues result into poor management of schools, poor teaching quality, disinterest & 

non-cooperation in local schools by community (poor delivery as a whole) and the 

children attending schools or even who are considering attending schools or the parents, 

feel disinterested to the schools. Therefore, ultimately, not going to school allows them 

to have free time. They use this free time to occasional or household work and gradually 

they often become involved with work that is detrimental to them. 

Analysis of the programme design: 

Effective School Through Enhanced Education Management (ESTEEM) is a project 

aimed at strengthening the institutional capacity to better manage the primary sector. The 

Headteachers, SMC members and Assistant Upazila Education Officer (AUEO) go 

through a training process that they gradually convey to the teachers and other local level 

administrators. 

In PEDPII (World Bank 2004a: 45-48), under the component of Quality Improvement 

through Organizational Development and Capacity Building, there are four sub

components aimed at i. Enhancing capacity of MOPME and DPE, ii. Enhancing the 
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capacity of EMIS (Education Management Information Systems), iii. Enhancing field 

capacity at divisional, district and upazila levels and iv. Enhancing organizational and 

management capacity at school level respectively. All these sub components consists 

actions (such as training) to improve the personnel of MOPME, DPE, districts, upazilas, 

Head Teachers, SMC members and restructuring of education departments etc. The last 

sub-component includes developing SMC roles and responsibilities, proper planning and 

monitoring for school improvement, with strong links with communities. 

Both the projects have emphasized on the training programmes of the administrators, 

education department personnel, teachers, SMC members etc. While training 

programmes and restructuring of the departments may bring new systems, the likelihood 

that the same personnel working in old systems for many years without satisfactory 

outcome will suddenly generate good results in a new or restructured system is low. For 

example, there may be new systems of management for the schools, but how a teacher is 

going to be motivated if he/she requires carrying out additional responsibilities with the 

same remuneration? How will better coordination between Parents Teachers' 

Association and SMCs take place? Who is going to motivate the SMC member to be 

cooperative? These are apparently minor issues but can have negative effect on the 

management of the delivery of education. These issues were not part of the projects 

mentioned above. 

'A decentralized, well-functioning education system with a proper balance of resources 

and authority at the school level that is accountable to the communities might result in a 

better allocation of resources and contribute to improvement in the quality of education. 

This is the most forceful argument in favour of decentralization of education in 

Bangladesh' (Behrman, Deolikar and Soon 2002: 18). 'One important strategy for 

sustaining an educational approach that is responsive to the needs of working children in 

different groups and categories is decentralization of certain decisions to the local level' 

(Boyden, Ling and Myers 1998: 271, MOPME 2003: 19). Decentralization of education 

planning and management has received strong support from World Bank (ibid.). It is 

very important that the school authorities have adequate power and authority to run 

schools, the educational administrators play the role of facilitator rather than regulator 

(CPD 2003b: 16). Membership rules for SMCs could be modified so that only genuine 

contributors could be part ofthe management of education (ibid.). 
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5.8 Concluding Remarks 

The design of current programmes and projects does not adequately address the issues 

faced by the children. PEDPII is the largest primary education programme in the country, 

along with other smaller projects like IDEAL, PESP, ROSC etc. These interventions 

tried to address the issues but could not appropriately design considering children's and 

their families' actual need. For example, few components only provide grants for schools 

but do not consider what share of this grant would actually fulfill the needs of the 

children. Some had the option for teacher training and the numbers of teachers covered 

by these training. But whether training is rightly applied to teaching and children are 

benefited from the teaching are not focused in the projects. Components addressed more 

administrative issues including re-organization and re-structuring rather than qualitative 

issues on curriculum development. Only IDEAL project includes innovative approach 

towards curriculum and teaching method. Demand side issues are difficult to be part of 

the delivery-related interventions. Since children and their families do not separate these 

issues in economic tenns, it is realistic to include more demand oriented components 

such as continuous motivational activities to parents to send their girl children to schools, 

supporting poor parents in short/long tenn schemes to support economically, are also 

crucial to bring children to schools. The programmes have not specifically targeted 

working children. Their needs such as income loss and flexible schooling hours are also 

largely avoided. Only few schools dedicated to them by SKT and funding opportunity for 

these schools by ROSC project are two explicit actions for them. Finally, this study 

observed lack of proper coherence amongst the programmes and projects as their 

components overlapped with similar objectives. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

The research tried to identify areas where policies and programmes on UPE could be 

strengthened, particularly considering the working children's perspective. It should be 

understood that a child is never born as a 'working child' or 'child labourer'. There are 

some common factors that lead children to work and to leave schooL Therefore, a 

general but comprehensive look at the current issues was required by the research. It is 

recognized that there are problems of poverty or delivery of education, which are factors 

for children to leave or not even enroll into schools. But interventions do not address the 

Household Income Poverty issue in particular to the extent that the families suffer. The 

financial compensation provided compared to the cost incurred to the families is much 

less. Although gender parity has been achieved in enrolment but interventions are 

lacking in creating more awareness amongst the parents to send girl children to schools 

and move out of low cultural expectations from girls. The programmes do not address 

this issue at all. Similarly, a big part of primary age children misses school because 

simply they are involved in household work. No specific action has been proposed in any 

of the interventions to bring them into schools. Along with the demand side issues, the 

supply side issues of primary education (poor delivery of education) need to be 

addressed to attract and retain students. The interventions address the issues to much less 

degree than it is required. Distant schools, fewer schools and no flexible scheduling for 

child labourers are major constraints to access schools. There is much to be done to 

improve physical facilities. Maintenance and construction of facilities with good 

materials are not highlighted in the programmes. Unless these are ensured, facilities will 

not last long to serve the students' need. Programmes stressed the need for teacher 

training but teacher development will not happen only with training. Interventions fail to 

realize that much more need to be done than just training, for example, improving 

teacher behaviour and capacity of retaining children in classes. But bringing these 

children into schools means addressing their real problems, which often include their 

work. Therefore, an effective policy to bring these children to school should have more 

in-depth look into issues faced by the children. Programmes and projects should also 

reflect the same ideas to be successful in their own objectives. 
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The objectives or the policies in general, reflect proper intention of the policy makers to 

achieve universal primary education but only to a general extent. But the programmes 

cannot be considered comprehensive because the possibility for children to get into work 

has been greatly missed both in strategies and in components. Although the projects and 

programmes touch the crucial issues like cash incentives for working children, concern 

remains about children overburdening themselves with work and school. Schools should 

be able to influence the children in their practical lives by being more pragmatic in 

delivery of education. If the children cannot relate their studies with their practical lives, 

it will be difficult for them to apply what they learn at school. 

Therefore, policies need to be able to establish a link between child labour and education 

and programmes need to be able to consider the demand and supply side issues in-depth 

manner as discussed in the analysis of programmes. Specific targeting for various groups 

of children including child labourers, girl children, and children in households is 

required. Addressing child labour problems into UPE will lead towards integrating child 

labour problems into UPE policies. Not only this, but the general issues like proper 

facilities, suitable curriculum etc. need to be addressed comprehensively without any gap 

to attract and retain children in the schools for the overall benefit of UPE, not only for 

working children. Only then, will all children in Bangladesh enter and complete primary 

education. 
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ANNEX-A 
(Objectives, Policy Guiding Principles and Strategies in National 

Plan of Action II, 2003-2015) 





. , 

(File 403} (NPA ll, draft ~l 

. ChapterV 

5. Guiding Principles and Over-arching Strategie$ of NPA If 

J?: A. G~jding Principles , 

5,1 Formulation and implementation of all policies' felaliny to basic education - covering piimaI¥ .' .c .•••.• : .•• :.~~.,·.: ••• ·~.l·l 
and nah-form.al education - will be guided by l:he CC>t:tStitutionai provision oj enSt!fing free 81trl. _"'~;7-
compulsory education to at! chridren and removal c~ adult illH~acy) and UOHR, UNeRe, UNCEDAY'/, ··crt/ ... 
WDEFA, OFA and other international insifUl11f3nts !o whldt Bangiadesh is a Sgnaklry. 'N$!&,if .;~·u~· . if,) 
E9~qajlon Poficy \'/111 be reviewed anciupq:ated one!;) every JhrB.e' years; . . .... ., _-:;:-.~~~~ ~.? . I~~.· 

,'~~: ' . . . 

5,2 EnsUring avaHabiHly. of all neoossary facilHios for comprehensive $<3ftycruldhood ~are (tn~, 
educali-ofl, espedaUy lor the most vutnerabte and disadvantaged chHdren of 3-5 years; 

5,3 Ensurlng equal opportunity for all school aue children {S-W year$.} to have !roo acces~ to an 
agreed minimum quaJny of education, r~gai-dl!3Ss of the Sire-an, fcl(oiNOO {mainglJ'eam primary schoots, 

. Madr3sah, others) or by m;m.agemel1l (governmoo{} norr~goverMtent, private, foqa} goveff1fl1:ent} of lha 
instituli{)ll aUended; 

5.4 Making aVBilable textbooks and other mlevanl eciucatiCfl materials and plds fr!30 of ~ to aa 
Children enroUed in primary school,' regardless ~f whallype of instilutiPf'm<; Jh~y a1t~nd. lnstl1ad·of 
ke~ping thorn limited 10 only lhe Governmonl Primary School!;> (GPS) and othfir school~ support¢ by. 
U18 government (Registered non-government primary schools, Cornmunily Sclloots $-nd Salelilta 
schools) as it is the responsibility of the state/Govornment 10 enSUfG free and t;ompu!s,O!'Y primary 
eduealion to all children, without discrimination; 

5.5 Introducing a pubflc examination at the end of Grade V of primary school to ensure a basic 
mi nimum level of competence for the children gradualing ana entering S(Y',..ondary· schoot and also to 
give them a certificate of accomplishment (the examii1t:tflons ~an be set nationally, coodu~ed la::.a!fy 
and assessed regionally) lo avoid any underh~nd"in\erfemnce;' 

5.6 Elisurrng adcequa!e alldcation for basic ed~caUon (beginning with 4% of GOP from 200:}2004,· 
and raiSing it to at leasl 10% by 2015). fo Cl;lVer Ihe eost of requited physical facilities, ~~rt) 
environmentl books atld educational acc.essories to gUi,lrantee minimum agr~ quatuy in fight o~ 'fl£V)!\ 
and goals of this Plan and OFA on t;FA; . . 
5.7 Relating education to poverty reduction strategy - reducing poverty by 50% <If lho current level 
by 2015 (MDG), to enable children to pULsUe education thai would help reduce their poverty as they 
grow up; and skitls develcpmenl opportunities and acc~ss to-micro- fiflaOCf} for neo-Iilerate adciescenls, 
young and older adults to enabJe {hem to engage in' gainful activities to move out o~ the mOH1S$ of 
poverty; 

5.8 . Ensuring n0CeGSBry faciUtie$, a congenial environment and t;;!w ano order situation, ris~~f~ee 
movement of children - bolh boys and girls to anQ frbm schOQl, opportunitie$ for pa'rticipafiOO in orGqt;ve 
aclivHies conducive to development of talents and latent quP!iUes\ and pursuit of life;j<X1g teaTnlftlj 
leading to establishment of a "'earning sociely; 
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5.9 Ensuring that no corporal punishment (CRC, Arficle 28) Of verbal punishment or offensive 
language is used in dealing with children in Schools or Jeam~~ under NFE; 

•. '.} I 

5.10 Making Non-Formal Education broad·based to serve all relevant segments of populaHon that 
are not Of cannot be served by the formal education sys.~rn; and ensuring close .cooperation b~tween 
govemment, NGOs and broader civil society to share responsibility in program developmetJl and 
management to attain DFNNPA 1/ goals; and 

5.11 Ensuring involvement and partidpation of all stakeholders - parents/guardians, local 
community, civil society, NGOs, 'others - in the planning and managing of implementation, monitoring 
and assessment of basic education programs and projects; involving local government t)nits at al1 tiers 
for thesame purpose in their respective jurisdiction$.' 

B. Overarching Strategies 0 
5,12 GO-NGO-Privale sector collaboration and (JOordination: Given the very large size of the target' 
papulation of basic education, and limited organizational ~md financial resources, Ihe achievement of 

- EFAgoa!scim be :acc€lerate<;i only ~hrough e.osunng close Collaboration, affeclive cOOrdinalion and 
development/use of all human. Organizational,'and fil'lanptal resqUfC$ of the gnvemment; civil society, 
NGOs, privat~ sector,local communities, local go¥e.roI11Eilnt arid d~ve!dpn1ailt partners; .' .' . 

• 1._ . !; .", . i :. '.,,, ' ;:. " '~. -

5.1 J Inter-ministerial coordination and cooperation; Basio education covets a diverse range of 
population, from age 3-45 years. To perform well in tl1eif~OOl!,OaUofla' PUf$uit~ Ihey need~ccess to olhE?f 
~rvices ~uch as health, niJtrition, water and §anitatiort; ~te¢(eationaland cultural prografl1s' as well 8$ 

-social,:Jsydhologioai and "other ,fndividual'¥n~S~oI'let\t'Sd~$!JPpOrt, whkh cut' acrQ$s. several 
minislrlesldeparhnents and SE;lCtors of development: MQPM{hvinf ensure linkag6$ with and coordination 
of 'activities of r~lev~nt ministries for the btgn$fit of parti¢ipants:of basic edUcation programs, 'SGhools 
and learning centers, through direcl contacts and under the auspiCes of the National Council for 
Primary and Mass Ed~ca!ion (NCPME) as well as the N~tlonar f;FA Forum; 

5.14 Convergence of services and comIpunity outr~~ch: Seskles linkages and coordin a!ion ~etween 
government departments/different types' of organizatiq~s for beUer programming and -'f<e¢ource 
utilization, this NPA will emphasize bringing together lhe.releVant servlces at the primary schoofs and 
non-formal learning as we/I as continuing education Genters, providing acce$,s 10 children and learners 
as well as s?rving as outreach points to bring the hearth and nutrtlion. water 'and sanitation S6fvfces 
with emphaSis on changing hygienic behavior; preservation and promotion of environment ih the 
surrounding community I thereby making [he school or learning' center 'a community resource and a 
conduit or an associate for effective delivery of different sociat development services; 

, . 

5,15 Community empowerment and partiqpation: For ~chievement of EFA goals community 
participation and ownership of and suppcrl to abtivifi~ is ess~nti(lf to ensure sustainabiHty of programs 
and their butcomes: effective measures will 'be iristitllted ·to· ensure and enhance commuf1i\y 
(3mpaw9(ment throUgh, communioation. awaren~s gen~ratiOn,: aIliaru;:e building and. promdion of 
people' $ partiCipation in community-based institutions and clientele and institulions mapping, local level 
planning and resource mobilIzation/coordination I program implementation, monitoring and evaluation; 

. .'. . 

5.16 O~entralization: Central control and directions from national level inhibit' initiative ~nd 
committed work, beside causing delayS;8t different tiers of governance and manag.ein~nt of programs. 
PnoritY will g610 devolution of authority to conoerned officials !of government and hon~govemment 
brganiiations to handle administrative) program management and monitoring, financial and 
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anizalional responsibililies at Divisional, dis{ricl, Upati!a and olher approprlaio levers o(respecuvti ; 
monts and organizations; planning proposals from district Jevel officiaf$( in flr!:laS ch8Jatierizoo by 

disparities and special oooos, partiCtllarly tribal and isofaled areas, will be encouraged and focorpcmted 
in annual plans to accelerate achievomenl of EFA goals; 

5.1,7 Gender" inequity and disparity reduction: Affinnative discriminalioo in favor of girl 
students/learners (Cf "boys where n~cessary) and wOInon !~achf,lfs {actual alid PQlentbl} wm have 
special priority focus of Ihis NPA in ali activlti~s rn both 'theJofmal and noo-forma! sub-sectors of basic 
education until equity Is fully achieved {the target is 2010); . 

. 5.18 Suslafnabilily: It\1iile giving importance to the need forinrrasiructure developrn~"fli a:; part of !he 
. /, 

AnnualDevelopmenl-and Five-Year Pims due care \vill be taken to impr~ve -and exp<md t~'~'mfug 
institutions to meet the assessed needs and make enhanced and equitable aUocaHoo of resoLirces for 
achieving all EFA goals wflhtn the Plan period; 

" 5.19 Poverty redudion: Poverty hinders enrolmen\, anendanc.e. reienlion, completion and quatitl 
achievement in educallon. High priority wilt go 10 programs of mdu:eingaffeviaUng the burden of poyt;rly , 
of basic education ;clientel~; particularly in the primarY'and NFBE S1.1h-SeGtors!skitfs training 'programs 
of adult educalion {FOCU.s: young adlJ.Jts} and Continuing educaUon; piarwJng for basic edtfc~tiro-wln he 
finkoo to and integr al£,,'(j wilh manpower development and poverty rooucUcn stfat~les {PRSP} of the 
CQunlry; 

5.20 Teachers: To improve {he quality of educaHon the teachers' role. and 'perfOf~,al1ce are of crilita! 
importance and at lhe core of hoth primary and flon-fofmal educaHoo; the Pbm wfll thus give priotity. 10 
enhance the status, morale and professionalism of tcClChers {following OFAslfate~M 'through raising 
their basic quallficaUoll, quality of professional training ·and achievement and regular refreshers training; 

5.21. Ensuring Qualify: While maintaining and ermancing the current bends (up t.o 2001) in acceSs 
an9 enrolment the Plan will give high prtcrHy 10 improving the qua14ty ()f basic education through r~ufar 
aHendancG of teachers and pupils, retention and parHcutarly 'the conlent and delivery pf conf(?qts; 
thrOll-gh improv~ school environment physical, security and otherfadliij.es; provision of adequate 
teaching learning aid!:) '8110 supplementary reading materials; use of chHd-centered and inleracUvs 
teaching I~arning m$!hods, effective assessment pr~ures, effeclivecacademic supervision. both in 
forma! and non-formal sub-sectors; 

5.22 Special programs: include Gontenls in the curricuium to creme awareness and gCf1€i'atQ actions . 
to comb<3t the HIV/AiDS pandemic as woll as arsenic contamination arld remedies as. a rrwUer of· 
urgency; 

5.23 Inclusive edllcation: Ensure access and enrolment of chHdren \\'ith di~bHHies of physicallmental, 
social and ethnic nature to normal schools and providelcrea.le necessary fadlitles, including spqci'=li 
equipments; development and inlroducUon of modules on incrusiva education in lrelining programs at 
NAPE, p"'nsfUpazHa Resource Cenlers 3nd.soo-c!ustsr training! and ensuring each PTt has One s;u\1n . 
Instructor and each school, one such trainGd te~her; it woold be dane in cooperaUonwilh exp~iono3d 
NGOs and olher concerned ministries; 

. 5.24 DFA EFA Strategies: EFA stralegi8$ as listed in the DFA are lncorpcraled in the above 
strategies but [hey will all the same be kept in view as a source of guidance in !he process of NPA II 
implementation, 'particularly in preparing, providing necessary resources, cutsQufcing apd managing 



programs and projects; and coordination with other ministries, development parlners, NGQs and civil 
society; 

5.25 Transparency and Accountability; In all matters relating to management of formal and non-
, formal basic education transparency and accountability will be of prime concern in aH dealings, 
managerii3!, recrui!menVtransfer and promotion, enrollment, and aHend~nce (of bolh ieam~s and 

-teachers), clas,sroom transaction, assessment of learning 8Ghievements. and supervlsionfrcm national 
to local school level, and procurement of services and goods; 

5.26 Children's participation and representation: Children and participants of all bask education 
compohents -primary school, ebtedayee madrasah, NFE learning centers - wiH be represented on lhe 
SMC and CMC ~nd be involved in the management of ali affairs of the school and learning ceftl~rs and 

···ifl felating to the surrounding' communrty for undertaking practical learning projects, clRC in the 
organization and delivery of various serviceS (health, sanitation, ~tc). 

C. NPA Goal, Objectives, Targets and Strategic FrameWQrk 

r~ _ 5.27.10 re-affirming the vision of EFA as stated in the World Declaration made at JomUen and while 
1,.' adopting the Dakar Framework for Aclion, Education For All: Mooting our Collective Commitments the 
-';,~ World Edlle-ation Forum re-slated trte vjsj6n in- the following Wqrds: ' 
.~, ' . . 

.~ 

_~-. t ~ : 

"All children, young people and ad\,llts have the human rtghtlo benefit from an educaticn that 
will meet Iheir basic learning needs in (he best and {uHcial sens~ of the lerm, an eduqation that 
inclUdes teaming to know, to do, to live together and to be. It is an education geared to tapping 
each indiyidual'stalents and potential, and daveloping learners' personalities, so that they Can 
improve their lives and transform their societies" . 

5.28 , In light of the vision, the goals and strategies set in the OFA (See Annex 4). the state of,ba$.ic 
eElucation in Bangiadesh in ~OOO!2001, the lessons learned from the implementation of the first EFA: 
NPA J and needs of the country the main goa!, objectives and targets of this NPA It are stated below: 

(i) NPA II Goal 

5.29 To establiWl a knowledge-based and technologically-oriented competent society enSure every 
School age' child has access to primary level institutions that provide all necessary faclHties, continue in 

, school to receive and achieve quality education and provide opportunities to pre-school children. young 
persons and adults to meet their learning needs in a competitive WOrld, both in the (ormaJ and hon
forma! sub-sectors of basic education without any di,scrimination. 

(ii) Objectives of the NPA II 

5.30 The bbjectivesof NPA Il are to: 

(a) Institute a well organized and cQordi)1pted program of early childhood care and education for 
, the' most vulnerable and disadvantaged childr$1, usjng both formal.~nd non-form~1 qnannels, 

with emphasis on family and comrnuni~y~based programs; , 

(b) Bring all primary school-age children. particularly girls, the disabled, Ihose in· difficult 
'circumstances and belonging to ethnio minorities, ~md enable {hem to complete primarY',? 
education (already free and compulsory) of 900d quality; 
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(c) Establish programs of apPfopriale learning and Hfe-skiUs to moot U:16 learning noods of aU' 
young people and adults, and ensure their access, participalico and successful complelioo of 
relevant OOtlfS6S; 

(d) Increase adult literacy rate (among persons of ·i5 to 45 years of age) from 56 percent (i-PHS?) 
in 2000 to 80 percen1 by 2015 (reducing adult illiteracy b-y half, MOB}. ~ed;jiy for women, 
through €qui table acce$S to quality basic· and GootimJlng ooucaflon for aH youth and adtMs; 

" 

(c) Sustain and enhance the present m'laf geI1OOf-parity in primary ar:o above patlty for gills in . 
secondary educaiion to achieve gender equity in .educalicn by 201}5 and gar-ider ~Jaftly it; 
20 15 by ensuring full and equal a-;c.ess Qf boys and girls tl) and· achlaVemooi In ba$ic ~ueatiOO 
of good quality; 

(f) lmprc,.'o the qualily and exce!l!31100 of basic education in aN respects and en$Ufe a:;hiGVemOOi 
of recognized and measurable learning outcomes by an. especiatly in filer9CYi numerooy and 
essential fife $kills DFA goat 6}; and 

(g) Inslltule an agc€.'§d core of equivalence between forma!- and non~formal basic educatioo wb-
. sectors and between/among differoot streams pf formal SU'irseetor and betwoon 'P~tti~' aid 

NGO and prlvalB programs 10 ensure comparable standard of quamy of education acroSs th$ 
board and lransJ'erabilify from nOfl~fClmal to fcxmaand oolwaen streams to enable lho...~ woo 
want to join the m9in stream and COnlintl8 further educatiGfl C( swHch from one to' ilnother 
strBam to purs.ue Cl chO$OO career path.. 

{iii) NPA 11 Targets 

5.31 A summary of l~ EFA NPA U targets is gblen in the table beiQW. The EFA targets aohievoo by: 
2000 in p.ursuance to NPA I goals are shown as benchmark for this NPA n (see table 1.2}: 

Table 5.l1: Summary of targets of EFA NPA lit 200~2015 for Primary Education ah-d NFE 

.f'i 
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Chapter Two 
• '1' 

PRE-PRIMARY AND PRIMARY EDUCATION 

; .. 
A. _ Pre-Primary Education 

Most of the children of our cou-ntrY- are first generq.tion learners and the 
. . . '. .' " . 

environment for developing proper" physic;a,l and ,mental qualit.ies to start 

formal education is limited .for thE;3m. $0 pre-primary 'education for preparafion 
. '. . : " .. ;~. " 

of going to school could be useful fonhem. This preparatory educ,ation wit~_ 

the other' children will 'help create eagern'ess for' education' 'in" the child. 

'Thereforei'one-year course of pre-primarY education Can 'be implemiented. In 

this phase the,;main ~arget of cWricll.!um vyill ~e to create, int~re~L,in the child 
; ," .), .' ,'.... I' ! ., ,_ '., . M' 

towards education and schooL The pre-primary Clas$ will ,be for the 5+ age 
group '~hild'ren-. " ' " " 'i , ,',":',,' " 

. " : '\..; :!', 

It is expeflsive to create an addition~1 PO$t, of a teacher and, in.crease a 

classroom', in the,' sch,ool f;r, pre~prirnary ,educ~tiOrJ: :,', yonsi,deri_ng all these 

thing's, ofle-ye'ar pre:-prima'i-y' course, .car: be impleme.'nled in ,pha$es~! not in all 

: 'the schools' at a time. Startin'g'imm~~iiatefy, ~tude'nis ~al') be admitted in the' , 

SChoOIS"iD d~ss bne _~tthe ~g~ of five a'~d 'a h~lf for star'ti'ng' p'reparatory 

education 'for the first six months,. Side by side preparation can be'made- for; 

implementing one"year pre-primary, course in the sqhools so thai ~pre-primary 

course for the 5+ age grq.up 'can be implemented in :all the primary schools by 

the 'year 4,005.' Local government wili take initiat[ve ::fo'r- this' aricf'p'roper steps 

". wili be 'ta~e'nto ensLdE3' pUblic' participation fn Its' fin'ar,cing';and management. ' 
• • .... : I. , J ". 

~ ..' . . 

8~ prim~lrY Educatio'n' 
. '.! \ :,: '. '. . :'., '. ~ . I 

.... ; I 
.. ' 

,,-Aims anp Objectives, ,'j '. 

'," )'/' 

Primary e'Pucation is of prime importance in our na,tional life. It is the critical 
, .. ,.X· "\ • 

stage for 9rganizing the educ~tion$ystem for all th~ 'people of the 60untry to 

turn the pppulation into skilled human resource. Quality primary education for 
• Q ~., ' • 1 . . . 

~I is a mList for the development 'of the count~y. Proper steps should be taken, 
.J '. • ",., ,'. .' ,/. ~t . .' ..' I . 

'to make the standard of primary education approR'riate for th,e tim€)s. Many 

people sJ~rt their career after completi;n ,of prima~¥.;' educati~.~.' t:-:,?> education 

at this stqr:ge provides the foundation of all'the SuccGl$sive;stage~: it i~ essential 

t~ provid? appr~priate primary education of the /r~quire'd standa~d.' Primary 
'-:, .' - , ~' . ,-/. ' ,", 

education should be utilized for the benefit of tr~w!3 nation by removing its 
~ . 
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prevailing problems. Primary education should be universal',compulsory, free 

and of the same standard for everybody. The aims and objectives of the 

prima-ry education are as fotlows : 

1. To ensure standard practical literacy for a child and make him eager and 

capable of receiving higher level education. 

2. To enable the child fulfil the basic needs ot" education by acquiring 

essential knowledge, skill, attitude, values qnd soc;ial consciousness for 
: . -~ 

leading fife properly ana prepare him for the next stl1ge of education. 

3. To inspir~ the child develop patriotism and encourage him to nation 

building activities by arousing consciousness about the Liberation War. 

4.· To enable the child acquire competence for solVill9 Aha proble~s of life 

. by developing creative capacrty and attraction towards income 

generating physical labour. 

, ,5. To, help the child develop moral and spiritual qualities Ii~e righteousness, 

sense of responsibility, discipline, good manrers, human rights, 

tendency to lead.a simple life, curiosity, amipabiiity, friendliness, 

diligence-etc. and to create aptitude in h'lm for scierlce and culture. 

Strategy : 

Duration 

1. Duration of primary education wil! have to be extended gradually to six 

years by 2003, seven years by 2006 and eight' years by 2010. So the 

, physical.facilities of primary schoo!s and number of teachers need to be 

increase.d gradually. Me.asures wil! be taken to f3nsure that universal 

compulsory primary education of eight-year duration is implemented by 

2010. Financial outlays will be made keeping in view the phased 

implemertation of the programme. 

Adjustment among different streams 

2. , In the constitution of Bangladesh, it is clearly pledged that there shall be 

a uniform course of basic education for all. It is a constitutional necessity 

to introduce a unified curriculum for primary level in all educational -

institutions across the country. The existing disparity in the Government 

and non-government primary schools, kinqergarten, ibtedayee 

madrasahs and the schools run by different NGOs will be removed to 
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", -: 

create the opportunity for all of getting education of t~e same standard 

and charaoteristics through the mother tongue. However, th~ 
kindergarten schools which would act as feeder, SCDoois of the next 

phase ~ngli$h medium schools offering O-Level and A-Level courses, 

can use English as their medium of instruction with prior permission of 
the Government. ; , 

3. To enhance the standard of education and to develop the skill of the 

learners, the ibtedayee madrasahs will implement eig/lt-year education 

course and will follow the new integrated curriculum of the primary,level. 

Curriculum and Syllabus 

4. Subjects in t0e primary level will include mother tongue, mathematics, 

environment&/ studies, social science and science. Fine arts and crafts, 

physical edwcation,' music etc. will also be includep. There will be 

provision of teaching English in classes one and two: as an additional 

subject and it will be made compulsory from class thr~e. Religious and 

moral education will be made compulsory irom 'class thr~e. There may be 
. ! ", 

some supplementary reading materials from class one.' Some vocational 

'education suited to the life and environment ~f the learpers will be given 

in the last thr$e classes of primary level, i. e. from class ~ix to eight so that 

those students who do n'ot continue studies after class ~ight may be able 
I 1 

to manage a Job. 

Age for admission 

5. ' The present rule of admission into class one at the ~ge of 6+ wiU be 
; ~ 

made 'compulsory. To implement this successfully,' the system of 

registration ~f birth and death will also be made compu~sory. 
, .? 

Teacher-student ratio 

6. The ratio of the teacher and the learners will be 1 : 40. 
" i. ¥ 
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Teaching Aid's 
~" 
~ 

7. Accordin"g to the objectiveS" of primaryed~cation and the curriculum 
i . 

structure, National Curric"ljlum and Textbook 'Board will prepare termina~ " 
" " . 

competencies and cJasswise atta:inable corppetencies for the primary 
,,' f" .,' .: ... 

level and on the basis of- the~e the Board will prepare "subjectwise 
. " ", 

teaching aids, i.e. textbooks and, if necessary, supplementary reading 

materials and Teacher's Guide (not" note books -, but books containing 

analysis, exar;nples ahd exercises). " ,:-, 

Teaching "Method """ 
. :. 

8. With a view to developing creative think"ing arid .skiil the child wiU be 

g!v,en opportunitY" to work indivIdually or in Qroups" by followifl9 practical 

teaching methodology. Encouragement andas"si~tEmc~ will be .giv~n for 

r"ese8:rch ?n developing, testing and" impl~m~nting -effectiv~ teaching 

methodology. 
, , . ,. 

Evaluation of the· Learn~r 

9" "!'n th~ prim~ryschooIS' continuous evaluation system f6r ~ias?es one and 

two and terminal and ~n~ual examina"tions from class "three. tOo all classes 
" " '., . '! ':" . 

wi"P 'be introduced. Scholarship examination will be held on comple~ion of 

class five anda'publlc examination:will be 1heid on completion .ofclass 

, eight, i.e. all the students who have" completed blass" eight wilLqppe~r",aJ 
" 1 "" 

this examination. After comp!~tion of cla~s eight sCholah:;hip" ca'h be 
awarded according to the .result of the publi4 eXfUl'linat,ioO •. "" '" 

, { 'i" t '.:" " ~ •• , • . :' 

i 
1 

Involv~ment of ~ne society "for the devek>RnlEmt of the "schools and 
i'mprovemt:mt of e'ducation " "" ~"" "": " " 

Ii" 'I • 

10. On the basis of proper consideration to ensllre" participation. of "the society 
. " - ~ 

in" the developmental activities of the schQol, the school management 

committee can be endowed with more po~~r :to ni"~k~ it" :more' a6ti,,:e in 

the field of management. But at the same i~ime" the a<;:cpuntability of the 
~ '. r '. . .. . , -

ccpmmittee will have to be ensured. Steps ~ilI be taken to form guardian;. 

teacher committee to encourage the guar:pians to" be more interested 

about the school and the education of their. children. In addition, for the 

development of pri(T1ary education and to rhake it generally acceptabie, 

teachers, school ·management, local le8,.~ders and lotal .government 

~ould be encouraged to hold final" examin~tion at the end of Glass five 

and pre-public" examination at the end:of class eight with uniform 
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-
question paper and under proper invigilation. Moreoyer,'efforts 'will be 

made to ~ncourage them to arrange test examina,tiOr so long as sse 

examination' exists. This will increase the initiative al!d ~esponsibility at 

local level and help enhance the stal!dard of primary edu~ation. 'These

activities should not be expensive, because it .needs ,no ,'neW' 

,establishment or manpower. Bas.ical/y local level efforts will run these . ~ . - . 

projects. Initially a permanent fund of Taka ten to twelve lac may be 

created in every thana in the name of Foundation for Quality Education' or 

in any other suitable name. Th~ expenditure for these' activities can be 
" .) 

b'orne from the income of this fund. The. 'fund can be created 'with 

donation from local wel/-ta-do people. 

Teacher recrui~ment and promotion 

11. The lowe$t~ualification for teacher recruitment will Q~ HSCI Secondary 

with second division for class One to ,five for primary level (when 
'. . ; 

according tp this education policy the examination ai the end of class 
, , . l, 

twelve will'be called secondary examinatiO.fi) ahd pegree Pass with 
" second divi'$ion for class six to eight. Afterwards there teachers will be 

, 'required to ;und~rgo training and acqu~ree-in-Ed. Fo( direct recruitment 
, " 

of headmas~er, the lowest qualification will. be Degre~ Pass with second 

division ancrhe/she 'is to acquire C-in-Ed and B Ed (Pfimary) within three 
, ' . 1 ' 

years. Te~chers can be encouraged by creatidpM opportunity for 

promotion 'QV arranging the grades of the teachers anJt the salary scales 
·r. T , , 

realistically!' (such as, Assistant Teacher, Assistant Headmaster, 

Headmaster).' i 

12. Effective mpasures will be taken for teacher traininQ and opportunities 
,~ 'l i . 

will be creqted for in-service training. Where ,neccefsary and feasiblf3, 
. I 

foreign traifling can also be arranged. The skill and training capacity of 

the training institutes within the country will ,have~ to be increased. 
~.: ' . . ~ 

Arrangement should be made for these institutioflS to get suitable 

teachers ah~ sufficient training ~aterja!s. Their libra~ies should also be 

improved., 

13. Linkage snould be established between, the tea9pers' training and 

promotion. 'Provision should be made {or filling up:-:pf higher posts 'by 

direct recrpitment of persons having higher deg~es and for their 

accelerateq .promotion. " 
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Recruitment of Teachers I' 
14. A sep~rate teacher recruitment committee like the Public Service'·) 

. . . • ., . . . ,.j 

Commission should be fOimed to select teachers on ~he basis of merit ~ 
. " .. 1 

and. in a rational manner for all Government and Government approved: 

and aided nbn~government primary schools and i~te¢aYE3e .madrasahs. 

This com'mission should be-formed with persons involved 'in education 

and admi~istration. The commission will perform the ta~k'of~electing the 
~ . . , ~ , .:. 

teachers by taking proper written and oral examinations. This selection 
• • r ", ' 

can be made on the basl~ of thanas' and districts.' 'The, appointing 
. authority will appoint teach~rs in various scho'ols"from the candidates 

. :" "', '. 
selected by the commission. Each year, the schools' will indicate their 

subjectwise need of teachers (if·any). A consolidated list for the thana will 

be submitted to the commission. The sLlbject and thanawise target for 
. I . 

. recruitment would be set on the basis' of this: This c'ommission can bo 
, . \ ,:. . 

given 'the responsibility to select the teachers of secondary and non-

.. government (G·overnmen·t "El.ided) "degr,ee' colleges·.·· A proposal in this 
. I I ; 

regard has been made later at th~' approAriate place . 
, /; 

. ,Supervision .and monit9rin9 of classrooryl.:teaching in the schools 
. . 

15 .. Th'e head~'a~fers are responsible for inter~al sUP!3rviSi~n ~f the schools. 

It .i's necessary to provide speci?<I'training lo the he.admasters s,o that they 
• .'. • 'I ' 

can ,per10rm,their duties effectiv~ly. 1h~. ~xter9FlI ; supervision and. 

monitoring of the. school should .be dece~tralized as f~r as possible. It is i 
desirable to involve I~cal government wi~h these" activities. The officers I 
involved with these activities (as ATPO) need to. be. a,?signed with I 
numb~r of 'sc'hoOls on practical basis- sp that theYG~~ ~upervise and I 

, . /, ' , ~ 

16. ;:rni::p:::~o:C::o~:;::::: t:~:::U:::::t~:e·neces~a~ number of ,l 
schools should be established and facilities should be ·i~~reased. Steps: 

'. . ',., l 
would be taken to establish schools aft~r a survey t9 determine which I 

" t 

villages are without any school .and whifh villages need more schools.j 

Establishment of' non-government ~chools will' 'be e'ncouraged: 

simultaneousl~f. It' should be ensured th~t the teach(ng stand'ard of both; 
.. " • ' 1 

Government and. non-government SC~OOIS is impr9y?d and ~adel 
eq u ivalent. 

S / 



Miscellaneous 

17. As a national level iflstitutlon, the National Academy for Primary 

Educati~n (NAPE) should be made a centre of e~celle'nce so that it can 

perform: its duties effectively through innovative activities fot upliftment of 

primary education. These activities include training programme fo~ 

acadern'ic staff of PTls and grass~root level offici~ls apd project offlc;al$, . 

development of curriculum for basic teacher training and its approval, 

training supervision, conducting examination for training and award of 

diploma certificates, experiment for development of primary education, 

arranging workshops, conferences and seminars etc. 

18. The whole nation must devote all its efforts to ~nsure quality primary 

education for all. 

9 




